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ORIENTATION 

Welcome to the Vintage 423 team! 

In this training manual, you will be able to have a comprehensive look at what makes our service 

and team members exceptional in the food and beverage community. You will be responsible 

for this information and it will serve as a training map on how to best perform your shift duties. 

We emphasize team work as this restaurant could not operate so efficiently and effectively 

without all staff members working together as a team driven towards the common goal of an 

overall outstanding guest experience surpassing all expectations. We are excited to have you 

join the team and can’t wait to begin your training to become an important and appreciated 

member of our team. Ladies and gentlemen, prepare to start your engines as we drive together 

down the road to becoming a part of Vintage 423.  

What you will need before you start: 

Fill out new hire paperwork and visit Atlas Resources 

Atlas Resources: 2009 Eubank Blvd NE, Albuquerque, NM 87112 

Phone: (602) 571-3646 

Please bring Valid ID and voided check for direct deposit (optional) 

Please bring your valid ID and New Mexico Alcohol Servers Permit to the Vintage 423 main 

office so we may have a copy on file in for our administration.  

What you are responsible for on your first day: 

Please come in wearing the appropriate work attire for your training shift including the correct 

shoes and personal items necessary to correctly perform your job (examples: server book, 

apron, wine-key, bar-key, crumbing tool, pens). Please have read through and studied this 

training manual and any other information given to you during orientation. Make sure you bring 

the manual with you as it is necessary for you to have as you train.  

House Expectations: General Rules and Guidelines 

Please initial below stating you have read the Vintage 423 New Hire Handbook and agree to the 

information presented within.  

I have read and agree to the information presented within The Vintage 423 New Hire 

Handbook  

Signature of Trainee: ______________________________________ Date: ___________  
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UNIFORM AND GROOMING STANDARDS 

LADIES 

Hosts: Black cocktail dress, black slip resistant shoes (heels or flats) that pair correctly with 

the cocktail dress. Simple/elegant necklaces, earrings, and a bracelet are permitted. NO 

FISHNETS, NO JEANS. 

Support Staff: Black dress slacks and a black polo or dress shirt (must be tucked in), black 

belt, black long socks and black non-slip dress shoes. 

Cocktail Servers: Black cocktail dress no shorter than four inches above the knee, black 

slip resistant shoes (heels or flats) that pair correctly with the cocktail dress. Simple/elegant 

necklaces, earrings (studs only), and watches are permitted. Must be a solid black dress with 

no open backs, no mesh, or no holes. NO JEANS. 

Fine Dining Servers: Fitted black collard dress shirt (3/4 length or full is acceptable), black 

vest, black dress slacks, black belt, black long socks and black non-slip dress shoes. NO 

JEANS. 

Bartenders: Bartenders may choose to wear the cocktail or fine dining uniform.  

Summer Patio: Black collard polo or business casual blouse, black skirt (under-shorts or 

spanx must be worn under skirt), black nonslip flats. **Must be available to transition into 

formal dining if section is changed. Bring a formal dining outfit also.  

Private Party: Fitted black collard dress shirt (3/4 length or full is acceptable), black vest, 

black dress slacks, black belt, black long socks and black non-slip dress shoes. Or, if there 

is a special guest related theme, staff may be asked to dress according to the theme. 

Hair: Classic natural colors and business professional hair styles only (see manager for 

details. Hair must be secured, back or up, and off the collar.  

Makeup: Should always be done and looking professional matched to your outfit and in the 

correct color pallet.  

Nails: Nail colors should be natural tones or French tips and not to exceed ¼ inch.  
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GENTLEMEN 

Hosts: Black dress shirt and black blazer, black dress slacks, black belt, black long socks 

and black non-slip dress shoes  

Support Staff: Black dress slacks and a black polo or dress shirt (must be tucked in), black 

belt, black long socks and black non-slip dress shoes. 

Cocktail: Black collard dress shirt, black vest, black dress slacks, black belt, black long socks 

and black non-slip dress shoes.  

Fine Dining Servers: Black collard dress shirt, black tie (tie clip optional), black vest, black 

dress slacks, black belt, black long socks and black non-slip dress shoes. Formal watches 

and wedding rings are permitted.  

Bartenders: Black collard dress shirt, black tie (tie clip optional), black vest, black dress 

slacks, black belt, black long socks and black non-slip dress shoes. Formal watches and 

wedding rings are permitted.  

Patio: Black dress slacks and a black polo or dress shirt (must be tucked in), black belt, black 

long socks and black non-slip dress shoes. 

Private Party: Black collard dress shirt, black tie (tie clip optional), black vest, black dress 

slacks, black belt, black long socks and black non-slip dress shoes. Formal watches and 

wedding rings are permitted. If there is a special guest related theme, staff may be asked to 

dress according to the theme. 

Hair: Classic natural colors and business professional hair styles only (see manager for 

details.  

Facial Hair: Should be tightly cropped and is not to exceed on inch in length. No partial or 

patchy facial hair is permitted. See manager for any clarifications. 

Accessories: A business professional watch and wedding ring is permitted. No earrings, 

bracelets, or additional visible jewelry.  

Nails: Should be trimmed neatly and clean in a professional appearance.  
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GENERAL INFORMATION 

Hours of operation: Monday:  11AM – 12AM 

Tuesday:   11AM – 12AM 

Wednesday: 11AM – 12AM 

Thursday:  11AM – 12AM 

Friday:  11AM – 2AM 

Saturday:  11AM – 2AM 

Sunday:  11AM – 10PM 

Location:  8000 Paseo Del Norte NE Ste A1, Albuquerque, NM 87122 

Phone number: 1 (505) 821-1918 

Managers:  General Manager:   Chris Vasilion 

Concept Leader:  Jerome Gonzales 

Executive Chef:   Daniel Mora-Mendez 

Office Administrator:  Michelle Maestes 

Website address: Vintage-423.com 

Email address: Vinatage423rest@gmail.com 

What is Vintage 423? A fine dining American Fusion Bistro specializing in craft cocktails, 

fine wine selections, and contemporary cuisine. 

Where did the name Vintage 423 come from? Vintage was expertly designed with 

inspiration of vintage cars and racing. Vintage 423 is located along NM Highway – 423 

(Paseo del Norte). 

When is the patio open? The patio is seasonal and weather permitted. Generally, the patio 

is open from March through October. Please refer to managers for any specific questions 

regarding booking the patio or verification of opening. 

What kind of dining options are offered?  

Full Service Fine Dining 
Happy Hour / Full Bar 
Craft Cocktails  
Table /Bottle Service 
Brunch 

Lunch 
Lounge 
Patio  
Private Parties / VIP Events 
Restaurant 
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GUESTS ARE OUR FIRST PRIORITY 

At Vintage 423 anyone who is not an employee or a vendor is considered a “guest”. We do not 

have “customers” as we are not a retail operation. Guest mentality is crucial as it is the underlying 

premise of how we conduct ourselves in business. We treat anyone walking through our doors 

as a guest and refer to them as such so we may do our best in giving them a top-in-class 

experience. 

CULTURE AND ETIQUETTE 

Do not chew gum or eat anything while on the clock. Should you wish to have a beverage, the 

container must be labeled with your name and have a lid, label, and straw. All beverages must 

be stored under RTE products and service tools. There is a designated area for drinks in the 

kitchen. No drinks are allowed in the dining areas. Should you have dietary restrictions or be on 

an extended shift, this may be altered by a manager with proper documentation.  

Do not group together and talk with other employees in service areas, main well, hostess 

stand, Posi stations, etc. Should you have extra down time, please help your team members 

with their service or see a manager to assist in facility maintenance.  
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Stay in your lane, only hosts at the host stand, bartenders behind bar, cooks behind line, etc.  

Absolutely no derogatory remarks about a guest or fellow employee. This is a zero-tolerance 

policy. Should an issue arise, bring your concern to a manger privately off the floor. This also 

includes commenting about the amount of a gratuity/tip.  

If a guest has a complaint, bring it to the attention of a manager immediately. Always strive to 

assure that the guest leaves satisfied. 

The guest always has the “RIGHT OF WAY” and should be acknowledged by verbal or 

gestural greeting.  

All accidents or spills involving a guest or employee are everyone’s responsibility to assist and 

help clean top priority as they pose a safety risk to everyone.  

Do not speak to the cooks, only to the expeditor. Leave them to concentrate on their work. 

Should you have a question or comment about an order, please speak to a manager immediately 

so they can quickly relay the message for you.  

If a problem with an order arises, be sure to send a manager to inform your guest of any 

delays which might occur. Please do not try and make up excuses on your own. It is important 

that a manager addresses the guest directly so the guest feels important and a top priority for 

the entire team.  

Do not lean against the walls or tables “if you have time to lean you have time to clean”. 

Should you choose to order food before your shift, you must come in at least 30 minutes 

before your shift to order and eat before your shift begins in a designated area. Once you are 

clocked in, eating is not permitted.  

Should you wish to dine at Vintage 423, you must leave and change out of work clothes so 

guests and staff do not get confused about whether you are or are not on the clock still.  

Smoking e-cigarettes and cigarettes are not permitted while on shift. Should you have a need 

to smoke, please bring documentation from a Physician.  

Cell Phones are not permitted while on shift. Should you need to have access to your phone for 

an emergency please speak to a manager before shift.  
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STAFF POSITION TRAINING 

Overview: In this training manual, all position training is broken down by shift to ensure 

maximum material retention and efficacy of all training practice. Each section is broken into shifts 

with trainer and manager signatures necessary for a trainee to complete each day. A trainee has 

one chance to repeat a shift if they are close to passing. If a trainee does not pass a shift, they 

will be required to have a conversation with their team manager to qualify if they are able and 

should continue the training program. Each trainee should receive the following:  

Training Schedule: When a new staff member is hired, upon completion of employment 

verification from Atlas Resources and proof of New Mexico State Alcohol Server’s License with 

valid ID, they will be designed a training schedule by their team manager to best expedite their 

training process. Shifts should be on mild business days except for kitchen shifts where the high 

volume of product will serve as a great training experience.  

Training Study Materials: The study materials will be an important part of the training process 

and there are checkpoints throughout the manual so a trainee will be paced with the amount of 

information they should   

Training Manual: The training manual will be a necessary part of any trainee’s uniform as they 

are going through the process. Each shift will use the manual to train with and has requests for 

signatures in conjunction with check boxes to ensure all information is being presented to the 

trainee. The manual will then serve as a review and study guide so the trainee will be able to 

review the information from the previous shift. 

  

SHIFT DATE TIME PASS/FAIL

TRAINING SCHEDULE: 
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1. HOST 

DAY FOLLOW 

Overview: This shift is designed to give a new hire the full understanding of how the operations 

of Vintage 423 work from the moment a guest enters the door until they are greeted by a member 

of the waitstaff at their table after being seated. Most of this shift will not have direct interaction 

with guests, but will be focused on how to be an effective Vintage 423 quality team member. 

BEFORE THIS SHIFT 

The trainee is responsible for knowing and will be quizzed on the following: 

 Vintage 423 General Information 

Uniform and Grooming Standards 

Host Training Study Packet 

PRE- SHIFT 

Trainer:      Name: ____________________________  

 Is the trainee wearing appropriate shift attire and ready to begin? 

 Does the trainee have training manual and post shift quiz? 

 Does the trainee have excellent knowledge to proceed with this shift? 

Trainee: 

 Are you wearing the appropriate work attire? 

 Did you bring your shift training materials and post shift quiz? 

 Did you study the information you are responsible for?   

SHIFT OBJECTIVES 

In this shift, the trainer will go over the following information to ensure the trainee has an excellent 

grasp of the information needed to pass Shift 2. During this shift, the trainee will be able to go 

over the information with the trainer, shadow the trainer in all tasks and responsibilities, and will 

be explained all necessary steps. The trainee is not allowed to speak to a guest unless spoken 

to or exchanging pleasantries.  

The trainer is responsible for coaching the trainee on the following: 

 Greet a guest 

 Answer the phone 
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 Take a message 

 Take a reservation 

 Seat a table 

 Book a private event   

 Demonstrate how section rotation works. 

 Demonstrate how to go on a wait.  

 Demonstrate how to do a hit list. 

 Demonstrate how to do a full restaurant table check.  

 Demonstrate how to give a restaurant tour.  

 Demonstrate excellent knowledge of responsibilities of the greeter position. 

 Demonstrate excellent knowledge of responsibilities of the runner position. 

 Demonstrate excellent knowledge of responsibilities of the boards position. 

 Demonstrate excellent knowledge of pre-shift responsibilities 

 Demonstrate excellent knowledge of post shift responsibilities 

 Demonstrate excellent knowledge of special cleanups and how to perform them 

POST SHIFT 

Trainer:  

 Was the trainee able to complete all shift objectives? 

 Did the trainee demonstrate excellent knowledge of all required shift information? 

 Has the trainee completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  

 Do you recommend the trainee movie onto the next shift?  

Trainer’s Signature of Shift Completion: _______________________ 

Trainee:  

 How was your shift? 

 Did your trainer effectively coach you on all required shift objectives?  

 Have you completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  
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NIGHT FOLLOW 

Overview: In this shift, you will be responsible for applying all the information learned during 

Shift 1. You will be interacting with guests, taking reservations, seating tables, and learning about 

all pre, during, and post shift duties.  

BEFORE THIS SHIFT 

The trainee is responsible for knowing and will be quizzed on the following: 

 Host Pre-Shift Responsibilities 

 Host During Shift Responsibilities 

 Host Post Shift Responsibilities 

 Host Special Cleanups 

PRE- SHIFT 

Trainer:       Name ____________________________  

 Is trainee wearing appropriate shift attire and ready to begin? 

 Does trainee have training manual and post shift quiz? 

 Does trainee have excellent knowledge to proceed with this shift? 

Trainee: 

 Are you wearing the appropriate work attire? 

 Did you bring your shift training materials and post shift quiz? 

 Did you study the information you are responsible for?   

SHIFT OBJECTIVES 

For this shift, the trainee must successfully complete the following tasks:  

 Greet a guest 

 Answer the phone 

 Take a message 

 Take a reservation 

 Seat a table 

 Book a private event   

 Demonstrate how section rotation works. 

 Demonstrate how to go on a wait.  

 Demonstrate how to do a hit list. 

 Demonstrate how to do a full restaurant table check.  
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 Demonstrate how to give a restaurant tour.  

 Demonstrate excellent knowledge of responsibilities of the greeter position. 

 Demonstrate excellent knowledge of responsibilities of the runner position. 

 Demonstrate excellent knowledge of responsibilities of the boards position. 

 Demonstrate excellent knowledge of pre-shift responsibilities 

 Demonstrate excellent knowledge of post shift responsibilities 

 Demonstrate excellent knowledge of special cleanups and how to perform them.  

Trainer Initials of Section Completion: ___________ 

POST SHIFT 

Trainer: 

Was the trainee able to complete all shift objectives? 

 Did the trainee demonstrate excellent knowledge of all required shift information? 

 Has the trainee completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  

 Do you recommend the trainee movie onto the next shift?  

Trainer’s Signature of Shift Completion: _______________________ 

Trainee: 

 How was your shift? 

 Did your trainer effectively coach you on all required shift objectives?  

 Have you completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  
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FINAL EXAM 

Overview: In this shift you will demonstrate your knowledge from Shift 1 and Shift 2. This shift 

will be broken into three parts: restaurant tour with a manager and seating, final exam, and a 

conversation with a manager about your training. These tasks may be completed separately or 

continuously.  

Part 1: Restaurant Tour with the Manager (Ten Minutes)  

Manager’s Signature of Restaurant Tour Completion: _________________________ 

Part 2: Final Exam (Two Hours) 

Manager’s Signature of Final Exam Completion: _________________________ 

Part 3: Conversation About Training with the Manager (Twenty Minutes) 

Manager’s Signature of Full Training Completion: _________________________ 

POST SHIFT 

Trainee: 

How was your training experience as a whole? 

Do you have any suggestions on how we can be more effective in training?  

Who was your best trainer and why?  

Do you have an information you require before your next shift?   
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2. SUPPORT STAFF 

NIGHT FOLLOW ONE 

Overview: This shift is designed to give a new hire the full understanding of how the operations 

of Vintage 423 work from the moment a guest enters the door until they through their entire 

experience and after they leave. Most of this shift will not have direct interaction with guests, but 

will be focused on how to be an effective Vintage 423 quality team member. 

BEFORE THIS SHIFT: 

The trainee is responsible for knowing and will be quizzed on the following: 

 Vintage 423 General Information 

 Uniform and Grooming Standards 

 Support Staff Training Study Packet 

 Table numbers and floor layout 

PRE- SHIFT 

Trainer:      Name ____________________________  

 Is trainee wearing appropriate shift attire and ready to begin? 

 Does trainee have training manual and post shift quiz? 

 Does trainee have excellent knowledge to proceed with this shift? 

Trainee: 

 Are you wearing the appropriate work attire? 

 Did you bring your shift training materials and post shift quiz? 

 Did you study the information you are responsible for?   

SHIFT OBJECTIVES 

In this shift, the trainer will go over the following information to ensure the trainee has an excellent 

grasp of the information needed to pass Shift 2. During this shift, the trainee will be able to go 

over the information with the trainer, shadow the trainer in all tasks and responsibilities, and will 

be explained all necessary steps. The trainee is not allowed to speak to a guest unless spoken 

to or exchanging pleasantries.  

POST SHIFT 
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Trainer:  

 Was the trainee able to complete all shift objectives? 

 Did the trainee demonstrate excellent knowledge of all required shift information? 

 Has the trainee completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  

 Do you recommend the trainee movie onto the next shift?  

Trainer’s Signature of Shift Completion: _______________________ 

Trainee:  

 How was your shift? 

 Did your trainer effectively coach you on all required shift objectives?  

 Have you completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  
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NIGHT FOLLOW TWO 

Overview: In this shift, you will be responsible for applying all the information learned during 

Shift 1. You will be interacting with guests, taking reservations, seating tables, and learning about 

all pre, during, and post shift duties.  

BEFORE YOUR SHIFT 

The trainee is responsible for knowing and will be quizzed on the following: 

 Support Staff Pre-Shift Responsibilities 

 Support Staff During Shift Responsibilities 

 Support Staff Post Shift Responsibilities 

 Support Staff Special Cleanups 

PRE- SHIFT 

Trainer:       Name ____________________________  

 Is trainee wearing appropriate shift attire and ready to begin? 

 Does trainee have training manual and post shift quiz? 

 Does trainee have excellent knowledge to proceed with this shift? 

Trainee: 

 Are you wearing the appropriate work attire? 

 Did you bring your shift training materials and post shift quiz? 

 Did you study the information you are responsible for?   

SHIFT OBJECTIVES 

For this shift, the trainee must successfully complete the following tasks 

 Reset a dining room table 

 Reset a lounge table 

 Run a tray of food 

 Run back a tray of used dishes 

 Change and clean bus tub 

 Sort and polish silverware 

 Run glassware through bar steamer 

 Restock server station 

 Restock coffee/tea station 

 Polish wine and water glasses 

Trainer Initials of Section Completion: ___________ 
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POST SHIFT 

Trainer: 

 Was the trainee able to complete all shift objectives? 

 Did the trainee demonstrate excellent knowledge of all required shift information? 

 Has the trainee completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  

 Do you recommend the trainee movie onto the next shift?  

Trainer’s Signature of Shift Completion: _______________________ 

Trainee: 

 How was your shift? 

 Did your trainer effectively coach you on all required shift objectives?  

 Have you completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  
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SHIFT 3: FINAL EXAM 

Overview: In this shift you will demonstrate your knowledge from Shift 1 and Shift 2. This shift 

will be broken into three parts: restaurant tour with a manager, final exam, and a conversation 

with a manager about your training.  

Part 1: Restaurant Walkthrough with Manager 

Manager’s Signature of Restaurant Tour Completion: _________________________ 

Part 2: Final Exam 

Manager’s Signature of Final Exam Completion: _________________________ 

Part 3: Conversation About Training with Manager 

Manager’s Signature of Full Training Completion: _________________________ 

POST SHIFT 

Trainee: 

How was your training experience as a whole? 

Do you have any suggestions on how we can be more effective in training?  

Who was your best trainer and why?  

Do you have an information you require before your next shift? 
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3. COCKTAIL SERVER 

DAY FOLLOW 

Overview: In this shift, the trainee will follow a server for the entirety of a shift. Trainer and 

trainee will arrive a standard of at least 20 minutes before their shift to go over the information 

in the training manual and to correctly prepare. It will be the responsibility of the trainer to go 

over all information and explain step necessary for the trainee to fully grasp the standards and 

procedures of how to be a successful, strong team member at Vintage 423. In this shift the 

trainee will be responsible for learning (note taking is permitted) how to do all the tasks in the 

shift objects so they may be able to execute them in the next training shift. Please reference shift 

objectives below for a complete list the tasks.  

The trainee will not speak with guests unless spoken to or exchanging pleasantries, but will be 

allowed to assist server in basic shift responsibilities (follow with a tray of food, assisting with 

caring drinks, removing glass and flatware from tables, etc.). However, the trainer and trainee 

must be shoulder to shoulder for the entire shift meaning they must do the same tasks at the 

same time ensuring the trainee does not miss any steps of any part of the service standards, 

regardless of how trivial seeming. The trainee will practice by copying all the steps the trainer 

takes to complete a task (take food and drink order in trainee’s server book, washing hands 

when entering the kitchen, keep a second copy of the guest check).  

BEFORE THIS SHIFT: 

The trainee is responsible for knowing and will be quizzed on the following: 

 Vintage 423 General Information 

 Uniform and Grooming Standards 

 Server Training Study Packet 

PRE- SHIFT 

Trainer:     Name: _________________________________  

 Is trainee wearing appropriate shift attire and ready to begin? 

 Does trainee have training manual and post shift quiz? 

 Does trainee have excellent knowledge to proceed with this shift? 

Trainee: 

 Are you wearing the appropriate work attire? 
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 Did you bring your shift training materials and post shift quiz? 

 Did you study the information you are responsible for?   

SHIFT OBJECTIVES 

For this shift, the trainer must go over all of the following tasks and explain to the trainee all 

necessary steps and procedures.  

 Find section and explain section 

breakdowns by job type 

 Learn feature 

 Pre-shift meeting with manager 

 Team huddle 

 Section check 

 POS operations  

 Greet a guest 

 Greet a table 

 Feature and beverage suggestion 

 Take order while using correct 

rotation method 

 Input order into the POS 

 Meal timing 

 Two bite check 

 Pre-bussing 

 Dessert suggestion 

 Check presentation 

 Closing out table and tip entering 

 Table – manager request 

 Server – manager request 

 Long time ticket procedure 

 Answer the phone 

 Take a message 

 Demonstrate how to give a 

restaurant tour 

 Pre-shift responsibilities 

 Post shift responsibilities 

 Special cleanups and how to perform 

them 

Trainer Initials of Section Completion: ___________ 

POST SHIFT 

Trainer: 

 Was the trainee able to complete all shift objectives? 

 Did the trainee demonstrate excellent knowledge of required shift information? 

 Has the trainee completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  

 Do you recommend the trainee progress to the next shift?  

Trainer’s Signature of Shift Completion: _______________________ 

Trainee: 

 How was your shift? 

 Did your trainer effectively coach you on all required shift objectives?  

 Have you completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  
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KITCHEN SHIFT ONE 

Overview: In this shift, a trainee will be viewing the food that Vintage 423 has to offer and 

understand about our kitchen. Our food program is expertly design and considered top in 

Albuquerque, so it is important that every new team member understands what all goes into 

building, cooking, and serving the food. During this shift, a trainee will have a one on one seminar 

with a kitchen trainer about the food being produced.  

BEFORE THIS SHIFT 

Trainee is responsible for knowing and will be quizzed on the following menu items: 

 Brunch 

 Lunch 

 Lounge 

 Happy Hour 

 Soups 

 Salads 

PRE- SHIFT 

Trainer:      Name: _________________________________  

 Is trainee wearing appropriate shift attire and ready to begin? 

 Does trainee have training manual and post shift quiz? 

 Does trainee have excellent knowledge to proceed with this shift? 

Trainee: 

 Are you wearing the appropriate work attire? 

 Did you bring your shift training materials and post shift quiz? 

 Did you study the information you are responsible for?   

SHIFT OBJECTIVES 

During this shift, the kitchen trainer is responsible for describing and quizzing on the following:

 Kitchen prep 

 Kitchen setup  

 Brunch items  

 Lunch items 

 Happy hour 

 Lounge items 

 Soups 

 Salads 

 Pre-shift responsibilities 

 Post shift responsibilities 

 Special cleanups and how to perform 

them 

Trainer Initials of Section Completion: ___________ 

POST SHIFT 
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Trainer: 

 Was the trainee able to complete all shift objectives? 

 Did the trainee demonstrate excellent knowledge of required shift information? 

 Has the trainee completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  

 Do you recommend the trainee progress to the next shift?  

Trainer’s Signature of Shift Completion: _______________________ 

Trainee: 

 How was your shift? 

 Did your trainer effectively coach you on all required shift objectives?  

 Have you completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including checkout and 

clock out?  
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BAR INTENSIVE 

Overview: This training shift is designed to give a trainee understanding and appreciation for 

the Vintage 423 extensive beverage program. This program is a vital part of the guest experience 

and will leave a lasting impression. The trainee will have seminar similar to KITCHEN SHIFT 

ONE where they will be shown, described to, and quizzed on different items from the beverage 

program.  

BEFORE THIS SHIFT 

Trainee is responsible for knowing and will be quizzed on the following menu items: 

 Signature Cocktails 

 Seasonal Cocktails 

 Beer Selection 

Trainee is responsible for being able to sell one of from each category of the following:  

 Wine Selection (Categories: Reds, Whites, Champagnes, etc.) 

 Spirit Selection (Categories: Vodka, Rum, Tequila, Whiskey, etc.)  

PRE- SHIFT 

Trainer:     Name: _________________________________  

 Is trainee wearing appropriate shift attire and ready to begin? 

 Does trainee have training manual and post shift quiz? 

 Does trainee have excellent knowledge to proceed with this shift? 

Trainee: 

 Are you wearing the appropriate work attire? 

 Did you bring your shift training materials? 

 Did you study the information you are responsible for knowing?   

SHIFT OBJECTIVES 

During this shift, the bar trainer is responsible for describing following:  

 Bar Prep / Setup 

 Craft Cocktails 

 Routine Drinks 

 Beer Selection 

 Wine Selection 

 Table / Bottle Service 

 Vintage 423 Bar Culture 

 Pre-Shift Responsibilities 

 Post Shift Responsibilities 

 Special Cleanups 
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Trainer Initials of Section Completion: ___________ 

POST SHIFT 

Trainer: 

 Was the trainee able to complete all shift objectives? 

 Did the trainee demonstrate excellent knowledge of required shift information? 

 Has the trainee completed all necessary checkout responsibilities? 

 Do you recommend the trainee progress to the next shift?  

Trainer’s Signature of Shift Completion: _______________________ 

Trainee: 

How was your shift? 

Did your trainer effectively coach you on all required shift objectives?  

Have you completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  
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NIGHT FOLLOW ONE 

Overview: In this shift, the trainee will follow a server for the entirety of a shift. Trainer and 

trainee will arrive a standard of at least 20 minutes before their shift to go over the information 

in the training manual and to correctly prepare. It will be the responsibility of the trainer to go 

over all information and explain step necessary for the trainee to fully grasp the standards 

and procedures of how to be a successful, strong team member at Vintage 423. In this shift 

the trainee will be responsible for learning (note taking is permitted) how to do all the tasks 

in the shift objects so they may be able to execute them in the next training shift. Please 

reference shift objectives below for a complete list the tasks.  

The trainee will speak with guests and will be allowed to assist server in basic shift 

responsibilities. The trainer and trainee will stay shoulder to shoulder for a majority of the 

shift; however, the trainee may do minor tasks away from the trainer. The trainee will practice 

by copying all the steps the trainer takes to complete a task (take food and drink order in 

trainee’s server book, washing hands when entering the kitchen, keep a second copy of the 

guest check). Trainee will also be required to completely enter in two full guest orders into 

the POS system and may do more (trainer’s discretion).  

BEFORE THIS SHIFT: 

The trainee is responsible for knowing and will be quizzed on the following: 

 Vintage 423 General Information 

 Uniform and Grooming Standards 

 Server Training Study Packet 

PRE-SHIFT 

Trainer:     Name: _________________________________  

 Is trainee wearing appropriate shift attire and ready to begin? 

 Does trainee have training manual and post shift quiz? 

 Does trainee have excellent knowledge to proceed with this shift? 

Trainee: 

 Are you wearing the appropriate work attire? 

 Did you bring your shift training materials and post shift quiz? 

 Did you study the information you are responsible for?   
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SHIFT OBJECTIVES 

For this shift, the trainee must successfully participate in the following tasks:  

 Clock in and out with correct job 

code 

 Find section and explain section 

breakdowns by job type 

 Learn feature 

 Pre-shift meeting with manager 

 Team huddle 

 Section check 

 POS operations  

 Greet a guest 

 Greet a table 

 Feature and beverage suggestion 

 Take order while using correct 

rotation method 

 Input order into the POS 

 Meal timing 

 Two bite check 

 Pre-bussing 

 Dessert suggestion 

 Check presentation 

 Closing out table and tip entering 

 Table – manager request 

 Server – manager request 

 Long time ticket procedure 

 Answer the phone 

 Take a message 

 Demonstrate how to give a 

restaurant tour 

 Pre-shift responsibilities 

 Post shift responsibilities 

 Special cleanups and how to perform 

them 

Trainer Initials of Section Completion: ___________ 

POST SHIFT 

Trainer: 

 Was the trainee able to complete all shift objectives? 

 Did the trainee demonstrate excellent knowledge of required shift information? 

 Has the trainee completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  

 Do you recommend the trainee progress to the next shift?  

Trainer’s Signature of Shift Completion: _______________________ 

Trainee: 

 How was your shift? 

 Did your trainer effectively coach you on all required shift objectives?  

 Have you completed all necessary exit responsibilities including clock out?  
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KITCHEN SHIFT TWO 

Overview: In this shift, a trainee will be viewing the food that Vintage 423 has to offer and 

understand about our kitchen. Our food program is expertly design and considered top in 

Albuquerque, so it is important that every new team member understands what all goes into 

building, cooking, and serving the food. During this shift, a trainee will have a one on one seminar 

with a kitchen trainer about the food being produced.  

BEFORE THIS SHIFT 

The trainee is responsible for knowing and will be quizzed on the following menu items: 

 Brunch 

 Lunch 

 Lounge 

 Happy Hour 

 Soups 

 Salads 

 Sides 

 Entrees 

 Desserts 

 Kids 

PRE-SHIFT 

Trainer:     Name: _________________________________  

 Is trainee wearing appropriate shift attire and ready to begin? 

 Does trainee have training manual and post shift quiz? 

 Does trainee have excellent knowledge to proceed with this shift? 

Trainee: 

 Are you wearing the appropriate work attire? 

 Did you bring your shift training materials and post shift quiz? 

 Did you study the information you are responsible for?   

SHIFT OBJECTIVES 

During this shift, the kitchen trainer is responsible for describing and quizzing on the following 

items:  

 Kitchen prep 

 Kitchen setup  

 Side items  

 Entrees  

 Desserts 

 Kids 

 Pre-shift responsibilities 

 Post shift responsibilities 

 Special cleanups and how to perform 

them 

Trainer Initials of Section Completion: ___________ 
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POST SHIFT 

Trainer: 

 Was the trainee able to complete all shift objectives? 

 Did the trainee demonstrate excellent knowledge of required shift information? 

 Has the trainee completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  

 Do you recommend the trainee progress to the next shift?  

Trainer’s Signature of Shift Completion: _______________________ 

Trainee: 

How was your shift? 

Did your trainer effectively coach you on all required shift objectives?  

Have you completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  
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NIGHT FOLLOW TWO 

Overview: In this shift, the trainee will demonstrate knowledge and skills learned in all previous 

shifts. The trainee will do everything on their own and it is the responsibility of the trainer to 

observe, critique, and help the trainee should it be absolutely necessary. Trainer and trainee will 

arrive a standard of at least 20 minutes before their shift to go over the information in the training 

manual and to correctly prepare.  

PRE- SHIFT 

Trainer:     Name: _________________________________  

 Is trainee wearing appropriate shift attire and ready to begin? 

 Does trainee have training manual and post shift quiz? 

 Does trainee have excellent knowledge to proceed with this shift? 

Trainee: 

 Are you wearing the appropriate work attire? 

 Did you bring your shift training materials and post shift quiz? 

 Did you study the information you are responsible for?   

SHIFT OBJECTIVES 

For this shift, the trainee must successfully complete the following tasks:  

 Find section and explain section 

breakdowns by job type 

 Learn feature 

 Pre-shift meeting with manager 

 Team huddle 

 Section check 

 POS operations  

 Greet a guest 

 Greet a table 

 Feature and beverage suggestion 

 Take order while using correct 

rotation method 

 Input order into the POS 

 Meal timing 

 Two bite check 

 Pre-bussing 

 Dessert suggestion 

 Check presentation 

 Closing out table and tip entering 

 Table – manager request 

 Server – manager request 

 Long time ticket procedure 

 Answer the phone 

 Take a message 

 Demonstrate how to give a 

restaurant tour 

 Pre-shift responsibilities 

 Post shift responsibilities 

 Special cleanups and how to perform 

them 
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Trainer Initials of Section Completion: ___________ 

POST SHIFT 

Trainer: 

 Was the trainee able to complete all shift objectives? 

 Did the trainee demonstrate excellent knowledge of required shift information? 

 Has the trainee completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  

 Do you recommend the trainee progress to the next shift?  

Trainer’s Signature of Shift Completion: _______________________ 

Trainee: 

How was your shift? 

Did your trainer effectively coach you on all required shift objectives?  

Have you completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  
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FINAL EXAM 

Overview: In this shift you will demonstrate your knowledge from all previous shifts. This shift 

will be broken into three parts: serve the manager, final exam, and a conversation with a 

manager about your training.  

Part 1: Serve the Manager 

Manager’s Signature of Excellent Service Completion: _________________________ 

Part 2: Final Exam 

Manager’s Signature of Final Exam Completion: _________________________ 

Part 3: Conversation About Training with the Manager 

Manager’s Signature of Full Training Completion: _________________________ 

POST SHIFT 

Trainee: 

How was your training experience as a whole? 

Do you have any suggestions on how we can be more effective in training?  

Who was your best trainer and why?  

Do you have an information you require before your next shift? 
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4. FORMAL DINING SERVER 

DAY FOLLOW 

Overview: In this shift, the trainee will follow a server for the entirety of a shift. Trainer and 

trainee will arrive a standard of at least 20 minutes before their shift to go over the information 

in the training manual and to correctly prepare. It will be the responsibility of the trainer to go 

over all information and explain step necessary for the trainee to fully grasp the standards and 

procedures of how to be a successful, strong team member at Vintage 423. In this shift the 

trainee will be responsible for learning (note taking is permitted) how to do all the tasks in the 

shift objects so they may be able to execute them in the next training shift. Please reference shift 

objectives below for a complete list the tasks.  

The trainee will not speak with guests unless spoken to or exchanging pleasantries, but will be 

allowed to assist server in basic shift responsibilities (follow with a tray of food, assisting with 

caring drinks, removing glass and flatware from tables, etc.). However, the trainer and trainee 

must be shoulder to shoulder for the entire shift meaning they must do the same tasks at the 

same time ensuring the trainee does not miss any steps of any part of the service standards, 

regardless of how trivial seeming. The trainee will practice by copying all the steps the trainer 

takes to complete a task (take food and drink order in trainee’s server book, washing hands 

when entering the kitchen, keep a second copy of the guest check).  

BEFORE THIS SHIFT: 

The trainee is responsible for knowing and will be quizzed on the following: 

 Vintage 423 General Information 

 Uniform and Grooming Standards 

 Server Training Study Packet 

PRE- SHIFT 

Trainer:     Name: _________________________________  

 Is trainee wearing appropriate shift attire and ready to begin? 

 Does trainee have training manual and post shift quiz? 

 Does trainee have excellent knowledge to proceed with this shift? 

Trainee: 

 Are you wearing the appropriate work attire? 
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 Did you bring your shift training materials and post shift quiz? 

 Did you study the information you are responsible for?   

SHIFT OBJECTIVES 

For this shift, the trainer must go over all of the following tasks and explain to the trainee all 

necessary steps and procedures.  

 Clock in and out with correct job 

code 

 Find section and explain section 

breakdowns by job type 

 Learn feature 

 Pre-shift meeting with manager 

 Team huddle 

 Section check 

 POS operations  

 Greet a guest 

 Greet a table 

 Feature and beverage suggestion 

 Take order while using correct 

rotation method 

 Meal timing 

 Two bite check 

 Pre-bussing 

 Dessert suggestion 

 Check presentation 

 Closing out table and tip entering 

 Table – manager request 

 Server – manager request 

 Long time ticket procedure 

 Answer the phone 

 Take a message 

 Demonstrate how to give a 

restaurant tour 

 Pre-shift responsibilities 

 Post shift responsibilities 

 Special cleanups and how to perform 

them 

Trainer Initials of Section Completion: ___________ 

POST SHIFT 

Trainer: 

 Was the trainee able to complete all shift objectives? 

 Did the trainee demonstrate excellent knowledge of required shift information? 

 Has the trainee completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  

 Do you recommend the trainee progress to the next shift?  

Trainer’s Signature of Shift Completion: _______________________ 

Trainee: 

 How was your shift? 

 Did your trainer effectively coach you on all required shift objectives?  

 Have you completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  
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KITCHEN SHIFT ONE 

Overview: In this shift, a trainee will be viewing the food that Vintage 423 has to offer and 

understand about our kitchen. Our food program is expertly design and considered top in 

Albuquerque, so it is important that every new team member understands what all goes into 

building, cooking, and serving the food. During this shift, a trainee will have a one on one seminar 

with a kitchen trainer about the food being produced.  

BEFORE THIS SHIFT 

Trainee is responsible for knowing and will be quizzed on the following menu items: 

 Brunch 

 Lunch 

 Lounge 

 Happy Hour 

 Soups 

 Salads 

PRE- SHIFT 

Trainer:     Name: _________________________________  

 Is trainee wearing appropriate shift attire and ready to begin? 

 Does trainee have training manual and post shift quiz? 

 Does trainee have excellent knowledge to proceed with this shift? 

Trainee: 

 Are you wearing the appropriate work attire? 

 Did you bring your shift training materials and post shift quiz? 

 Did you study the information you are responsible for?   

SHIFT OBJECTIVES 

During this shift, the kitchen trainer is responsible for describing and quizzing on the following 

items:  

 Kitchen prep 

 Kitchen setup  

 Brunch items  

 Lunch items 

 Happy hour 

 Lounge items 

 Soups 

 Salads 

 Pre-shift responsibilities 

 Post shift responsibilities 

 Special cleanups and how to perform 

them 

Trainer Initials of Section Completion: ___________ 
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POST SHIFT 

Trainer: 

 Was the trainee able to complete all shift objectives? 

 Did the trainee demonstrate excellent knowledge of required shift information? 

 Has the trainee completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  

 Do you recommend the trainee progress to the next shift?  

Trainer’s Signature of Shift Completion: _______________________ 

Trainee: 

How was your shift? 

Did your trainer effectively coach you on all required shift objectives?  

Have you completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  
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BAR INTENSIVE 

Overview: This training shift is designed to give a trainee understanding and appreciation for 

the Vintage 423 extensive beverage program. This program is a vital part of the guest experience 

and will leave a lasting impression. The trainee will have seminar similar to KITCHEN SHIFT 

ONE where they will be shown, described to, and quizzed on different items from the beverage 

program.  

BEFORE THIS SHIFT 

Trainee is responsible for knowing and will be quizzed on the following menu items: 

 Signature Cocktails 

 Seasonal Cocktails 

 Beer Selection 

Trainee is responsible for being familiar with and able to sell one of from each category of the 

following:  

 Wine Selection (Categories: Reds, Whites, Champagnes, etc.) 

 Spirit Selection (Categories: Vodka, Rum, Tequila, Whiskey, etc.)  

PRE- SHIFT 

Trainer:     Name: _________________________________  

 Is trainee wearing appropriate shift attire and ready to begin? 

 Does trainee have training manual and post shift quiz? 

 Does trainee have excellent knowledge to proceed with this shift? 

Trainee: 

 Are you wearing the appropriate work attire? 

 Did you bring your shift training materials? 

 Did you study the information you are responsible for knowing?   

SHIFT OBJECTIVES 

During this shift, the bar trainer is responsible for describing following:  

 Bar Prep 

 Bar Setup 

 Craft Cocktails 

 Routine Drinks 

 Beer Selection 

 Wine Selection 

 Table / Bottle Service 

 Vintage 423 Bar Culture 
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 Pre-Shift Responsibilities 

 Post Shift Responsibilities 

 Special Cleanups 

Trainer Initials of Section Completion: ___________ 

POST SHIFT 

Trainer: 

 Was the trainee able to complete all shift objectives? 

 Did the trainee demonstrate excellent knowledge of required shift information? 

 Has the trainee completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  

 Do you recommend the trainee progress to the next shift?  

Trainer’s Signature of Shift Completion: _______________________ 

Trainee: 

How was your shift? 

Did your trainer effectively coach you on all required shift objectives?  

Have you completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  
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NIGHT FOLLOW ONE 

Overview: In this shift, the trainee will follow a server for the entirety of a shift. Trainer and 

trainee will arrive a standard of at least 20 minutes before their shift to go over the information 

in the training manual and to correctly prepare. It will be the responsibility of the trainer to go 

over all information and explain step necessary for the trainee to fully grasp the standards and 

procedures of how to be a successful, strong team member at Vintage 423. In this shift the 

trainee will be responsible for learning (note taking is permitted) how to do all the tasks in the 

shift objects so they may be able to execute them in the next training shift. Please reference shift 

objectives below for a complete list the tasks.  

The trainee will speak with guests and will be allowed to assist server in basic shift 

responsibilities. The trainer and trainee will stay shoulder to shoulder for a majority of the shift; 

however, the trainee may do minor tasks away from the trainer. The trainee will practice by 

copying all the steps the trainer takes to complete a task (take food and drink order in trainee’s 

server book, washing hands when entering the kitchen, keep a second copy of the guest check). 

Trainee will also be required to completely enter in two full guest orders into the POS system 

and may do more (trainer’s discretion).  

BEFORE THIS SHIFT: 

The trainee is responsible for knowing and will be quizzed on the following: 

 Vintage 423 General Information 

 Uniform and Grooming Standards 

 Server Training Study Packet 

PRE-SHIFT 

Trainer:     Name: _________________________________  

 Is trainee wearing appropriate shift attire and ready to begin? 

 Does trainee have training manual and post shift quiz? 

 Does trainee have excellent knowledge to proceed with this shift? 

Trainee: 

 Are you wearing the appropriate work attire? 

 Did you bring your shift training materials and post shift quiz? 

 Did you study the information you are responsible for?   
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SHIFT OBJECTIVES 

For this shift, the trainee must successfully participate in the following tasks:  

 Clock in and out with correct job 

code 

 Find section and explain section 

breakdowns by job type 

 Learn feature 

 Pre-shift meeting with manager 

 Team huddle 

 Section check 

 POS operations  

 Greet a guest 

 Greet a table 

 Feature and beverage suggestion 

 Take order while using correct 

rotation method 

 Input order into the POS 

 Meal timing 

 Two bite check 

 Pre-bussing 

 Dessert suggestion 

 Check presentation 

 Closing out table and tip entering 

 Table – manager request 

 Server – manager request 

 Long time ticket procedure 

 Answer the phone 

 Take a message 

 Demonstrate how to give a 

restaurant tour 

 Pre-shift responsibilities 

 Post shift responsibilities 

 Special cleanups and how to perform 

them 

Trainer Initials of Section Completion: ___________ 

POST SHIFT 

Trainer: 

 Was the trainee able to complete all shift objectives? 

 Did the trainee demonstrate excellent knowledge of required shift information? 

 Has the trainee completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  

 Do you recommend the trainee progress to the next shift?  

Trainer’s Signature of Shift Completion: _______________________ 

Trainee: 

How was your shift? 

Did your trainer effectively coach you on all required shift objectives?  

Have you completed all necessary exit responsibilities including clock out?  
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KITCHEN SHIFT TWO 

Overview: In this shift, a trainee will be viewing the food that Vintage 423 has to offer and 

understand about our kitchen. Our food program is expertly design and considered top in 

Albuquerque, so it is important that every new team member understands what all goes into 

building, cooking, and serving the food. During this shift, a trainee will have a one on one seminar 

with a kitchen trainer about the food being produced.  

BEFORE THIS SHIFT 

The trainee is responsible for knowing and will be quizzed on the following menu items: 

 Brunch 

 Lunch 

 Lounge 

 Happy Hour 

 Soups 

 Salads 

 Sides 

 Entrees 

 Desserts 

 Kids 

PRE-SHIFT 

Trainer:     Name: _________________________________  

 Is trainee wearing appropriate shift attire and ready to begin? 

 Does trainee have training manual and post shift quiz? 

 Does trainee have excellent knowledge to proceed with this shift? 

Trainee: 

 Are you wearing the appropriate work attire? 

 Did you bring your shift training materials and post shift quiz? 

 Did you study the information you are responsible for?   

SHIFT OBJECTIVES 

During this shift, the kitchen trainer is responsible for describing and quizzing on the following 

items:  

 Kitchen prep 

 Kitchen setup  

 Side items  

 Entrees  

 Desserts 

 Kids 

 Pre-shift responsibilities 

 Post shift responsibilities 

 Special cleanups and how to perform 

them 
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Trainer Initials of Section Completion: ___________ 

POST SHIFT 

Trainer: 

 Was the trainee able to complete all shift objectives? 

 Did the trainee demonstrate excellent knowledge of required shift information? 

 Has the trainee completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  

 Do you recommend the trainee progress to the next shift?  

Trainer’s Signature of Shift Completion: _______________________ 

Trainee: 

How was your shift? 

Did your trainer effectively coach you on all required shift objectives?  

Have you completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  
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NIGHT FOLLOW TWO 

Overview: In this shift, the trainee will demonstrate knowledge and skills learned in all previous 

shifts. The trainee will do everything on their own and it is the responsibility of the trainer to 

observe, critique, and help the trainee should it be absolutely necessary. Trainer and trainee will 

arrive a standard of at least 20 minutes before their shift to go over the information in the training 

manual and to correctly prepare.  

PRE – SHIFT 

Trainer:     Name: _________________________________  

 Is trainee wearing appropriate shift attire and ready to begin? 

 Does trainee have training manual and post shift quiz? 

 Does trainee have excellent knowledge to proceed with this shift? 

Trainee: 

 Are you wearing the appropriate work attire? 

 Did you bring your shift training materials and post shift quiz? 

 Did you study the information you are responsible for?   

SHIFT OBJECTIVES 

For this shift, the trainee must successfully complete the following tasks: 

 Clock in and out with correct job 

code 

 Find section and explain section 

breakdowns by job type 

 Learn feature 

 Pre-shift meeting with manager 

 Team huddle 

 Section check 

 POS operations  

 Greet a guest 

 Greet a table 

 Feature and beverage suggestion 

 Take order while using correct 

rotation method 

 Input order into the POS 

 Meal timing 

 Two bite check 

 Pre-bussing 

 Dessert suggestion 

 Check presentation 

 Closing out table and tip entering 

 Table – manager request 

 Server – manager request 

 Long time ticket procedure 

 Answer the phone 

 Take a message 

 Demonstrate how to give a 

restaurant tour 

 Pre-shift responsibilities 

 Post shift responsibilities 
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 Special cleanups and how to perform 

them 

Trainer Initials of Section Completion: ___________ 

POST SHIFT 

Trainer: 

 Was the trainee able to complete all shift objectives? 

 Did the trainee demonstrate excellent knowledge of required shift information? 

 Has the trainee completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  

 Do you recommend the trainee progress to the next shift?  

Trainer’s Signature of Shift Completion: _______________________ 

Trainee: 

How was your shift? 

Did your trainer effectively coach you on all required shift objectives?  

Have you completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  
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FINAL EXAM 

Overview: In this shift you will demonstrate your knowledge from all previous shifts. This shift 

will be broken into three parts: serve the manager, final exam, and a conversation with a 

manager about your training.  

Part 1: Serve the Manager 

Manager’s Signature of Excellent Service Completion: _________________________ 

Part 2: Final Exam 

Manager’s Signature of Final Exam Completion: _________________________ 

Part 3: Conversation About Training with the Manager 

Manager’s Signature of Full Training Completion: _________________________ 

POST SHIFT 

Trainee: 

How was your training experience as a whole? 

Do you have any suggestions on how we can be more effective in training?  

Who was your best trainer and why?  

Do you have an information you require before your next shift? 
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5. BARTENDER 

THE VINTAGE 423 BARTENDER 

Congratulations! Being selected as a Vintage 423 bartender means you are about to become 

one of the elite professionals in food and beverage operations. The training is rigorous; however, 

after completion you will have the knowledge and skills to bartend at a national level. The Vintage 

423 bartender must complete all cocktail and fine dining service training and be proficient in all 

necessary skills to be able to continue with bar training. Any bartenders that have not completed 

server and cocktail training must first complete those pre-requisite courses before beginning 

bartender training.  

Once you are cleared to begin bartender training you will be required to study (on your own) the 

necessary information to be able to keep up with your training shifts. If you do not possess the 

required information for each shift, training will not be effective. Please not the information in each 

section marked BEFORE YOUR SHIFT to make sure you are pacing yourself correctly for your 

next shift. Each shift is designed in a specific order so you must pass each individual shift before 

you can continue to the next.  

BAR INTENSIVE: VINTAGE 423 CRAFT PROGRAM 

Overview: In this shift you are going to be observing a bartender as they are building and 

designing the drinks at the service well so you can learn the correct procedure for each signature 

cocktail and bar classic. Vintage 423 is known for its complicated contemporary cocktail program 

and how to build each drink is just as important as the recipe.  

BEFORE THIS SHIFT 

Trainee is responsible for knowing and will be quizzed on the following:  

 Vintage 423 Signature Cocktails 

 Seasonal Classic Cocktails 

 Vintage Staple Cocktails 

 Happy Hour 

 Draught Beer  

 Bottle Beer 

 Cruvinet Selection 

 By The Glass Selection

Trainee is responsible for having reviewed and familiarized themselves with: 

 White Wines 

 Red Wines 

PRE-SHIFT 
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Trainer:     Name: _________________________________  

 Is trainee wearing appropriate shift attire and ready to begin? 

 Does trainee have training manual and post shift quiz? 

 Does trainee have excellent knowledge to proceed with this shift? 

Trainee: 

 Are you wearing the appropriate work attire? 

 Did you bring your shift training materials and post shift quiz? 

 Did you study the information you are responsible for?   

SHIFT OBJECTIVES 

To complete this shift, trainee will be shoulder to shoulder with the bartender. The training 

bartender will show and explain all steps as they build cocktails, pour wine and beer, and 

perform all necessary tasks as a service bartender. The trainee will be quizzed on the following 

information: 

 Vintage 423 Signature Cocktails 

 Seasonal Classic Cocktails 

 Vintage Staple Cocktails 

 Happy Hour 

 Draught Beer  

 Bottle Beer 

 Cruvinet Selection 

 By The Glass Selection 

POST SHIFT 

Trainer: 

 Was the trainee able to complete all shift objectives? 

 Did the trainee demonstrate excellent knowledge of required shift information? 

 Has the trainee completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out? 

 Do you recommend the trainee progress to the next shift? 

Trainer’s Signature of Shift Completion: _______________________ 

Trainee: 

How was your shift? 

Did your trainer effectively coach you on all required shift objectives? 

Have you completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out? 
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BAR OPEN: BARTENDER FOLLOW 

Overview: In this shift, the trainee will follow a bartender for the entirety of a shift. Trainer and 

trainee will arrive a standard of at least 20 minutes before their shift to go over the information in 

the training manual and to correctly prepare. It will be the responsibility of the trainer to go over 

all information and explain step necessary for the trainee to fully grasp the standards and 

procedures of how to be a successful, strong team member at Vintage 423. In this shift the trainee 

will be responsible for learning (note taking is permitted) how to do all the tasks in the shift objects 

so they may be able to execute them in the next training shift. Please reference shift objectives 

below for a complete list the tasks.  

The trainee will not speak with guests unless spoken to or exchanging pleasantries, but will be 

allowed to assist server in basic shift responsibilities (follow with a tray of food, assisting with 

caring drinks, removing glass and flatware from tables, etc.). However, the trainer and trainee 

must be shoulder to shoulder for the entire shift meaning they must do the same tasks at the 

same time ensuring the trainee does not miss any steps of any part of the service standards, 

regardless of how trivial seeming. The trainee will practice by copying all the steps the trainer 

takes to complete a task (take food and drink order in trainee’s server book, washing hands when 

entering the kitchen, keep a second copy of the guest check).  

BEFORE THIS SHIFT 

Trainee is responsible for knowing and will be quizzed on the following:  

 Complete Alcohol Inventory Broken Down by Category 

 Bar Opening Checklist 

 Bar Shift Rotation Checklist 

PRE-SHIFT 

Trainer:     Name: _________________________________  

 Is trainee wearing appropriate shift attire and ready to begin? 

 Does trainee have training manual? 

 Does trainee have excellent knowledge to proceed with this shift? 

Trainee: 

 Are you wearing the appropriate work attire? 

 Did you bring your shift training manual? 

 Did you study the information you are responsible for?   
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SHIFT OBJECTIVES 

To complete this shift, the trainer must coach the trainee on the following: 

 Bar Opening Checklist 

 Bar Culture 

 Bar Service 

 Bar Shift Rotation Checklist 

 Cash Drawer Procedure 

 Tip Share Procedure 

 Private Room Opening Checklist 

POST SHIFT 

Trainer: 

 Was the trainee able to complete all shift objectives? 

 Did the trainee demonstrate excellent knowledge of required shift information? 

 Has the trainee completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  

 Do you recommend the trainee progress to the next shift?  

Trainer’s Signature of Shift Completion: _______________________ 

Trainee: 

How was your shift? 

Did your trainer effectively coach you on all required shift objectives?  

Have you completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out? 
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BAR OPEN TWO: PARTICIPATE 

Overview: In this shift, the trainee will follow a bartender for the entirety of a shift. Trainer and 

trainee will arrive a standard of at least 20 minutes before their shift to go over the information in 

the training manual and to correctly prepare. It will be the responsibility of the trainer to go over 

all information and explain step necessary for the trainee to fully grasp the standards and 

procedures of how to be a successful, strong team member at Vintage 423. In this shift the trainee 

will be responsible for learning (note taking is permitted) how to do all the tasks in the shift objects 

so they may be able to execute them in the next training shift. Please reference shift objectives 

below for a complete list the tasks.  

The trainee will speak with guests and will be allowed to assist bartender in basic shift 

responsibilities. The trainer and trainee will stay shoulder to shoulder for a majority of the shift; 

however, the trainee may do minor tasks away from the trainer. The trainee will practice by 

copying all the steps the trainer takes to complete a task (take food and drink order in trainee’s 

server book, washing hands when entering the kitchen, keep a second copy of the guest check). 

Trainee will also be required to completely enter in full guest orders into the POS system. 

BEFORE THIS SHIFT 

Trainee is responsible for knowing and will be quizzed on the following:   

 Bar Opening Checklist 

 Bar Shift Rotation Checklist 

 Rooftop Opening Checklist 

 Private Room Opening Checklist 

PRE-SHIFT 

Trainer:     Name: _________________________________  

 Is trainee wearing appropriate shift attire and ready to begin? 

 Does trainee have training manual and post shift quiz? 

 Does trainee have excellent knowledge to proceed with this shift? 

Trainee: 

 Are you wearing the appropriate work attire? 

 Did you bring your shift training materials and post shift quiz? 

 Did you study the information you are responsible for?   
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SHIFT OBJECTIVES 

To complete this shift, the trainer must coach the trainee on the following: 

 Bar Opening Checklist 

 Bar Service 

 Bar Shift Rotation Checklist 

 Cash Drawer Procedure 

 Tip Share Procedure 

 Rooftop Opening Checklist 

POST SHIFT 

Trainer: 

 Was the trainee able to complete all shift objectives? 

 Did the trainee demonstrate excellent knowledge of required shift information? 

 Has the trainee completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  

 Do you recommend the trainee progress to the next shift?  

Trainer’s Signature of Shift Completion: _______________________ 

Trainee: 

How was your shift? 

Did your trainer effectively coach you on all required shift objectives?  

Have you completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out? 
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SERVICE WELL  

Overview: In this shift you are going to be demonstrating the building and designing of drinks at 

the service well so you can perform the correct procedure for each signature cocktail and bar 

classic. Vintage 423 is known for its complicated contemporary cocktail program and how to build 

each drink is just as important as the recipe. For this shift, you will work the service well on a busy 

night showing your skills and knowledge of the beverage program. You will have other bartenders 

around you to assist if you should absolutely need it; however, your success in this shift will be 

dependent on how little you require assistance.  

PRE-SHIFT 

Trainer:     Name: _________________________________  

 Is trainee wearing appropriate shift attire and ready to begin? 

 Does trainee have training manual and post shift quiz? 

 Does trainee have excellent knowledge to proceed with this shift? 

Trainee: 

 Are you wearing the appropriate work attire? 

 Did you bring your shift training materials and post shift quiz? 

 Did you study the information you are responsible for?   

SHIFT OBJECTIVES 

To complete this shift, the trainee is responsible for correctly executing a full night service well 

shift with little to no help from other bartenders. There will be a trainer present whose 

responsibilities will be fine tuning and answering questions that may come up over material not 

covered.  

POST SHIFT 

Trainer: 

 Was the trainee able to complete all shift objectives? 

 Did the trainee demonstrate excellent knowledge of required shift information? 

 Has the trainee completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  

 Do you recommend the trainee progress to the next shift?  

Trainer’s Signature of Shift Completion: _______________________ 

Trainee: 

How was your shift? 
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Did your trainer effectively coach you on all required shift objectives?  

Have you completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out? 
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BAR NIGHT ONE  

Overview: In this shift, the trainee will follow a bartender for the entirety of a shift. Trainer and 

trainee will arrive a standard of at least 20 minutes before their shift to go over the information 

in the training manual and to correctly prepare. It will be the responsibility of the trainer to go 

over all information and explain step necessary for the trainee to fully grasp the standards and 

procedures of how to be a successful, strong team member at Vintage 423. In this shift the 

trainee will be responsible for learning (note taking is permitted) how to do all the tasks in the 

shift objects so they may be able to execute them in the next training shift. Please reference 

shift objectives below for a complete list the tasks.  

The trainee will speak with guests and will be allowed to assist bartender in basic shift 

responsibilities. The trainer and trainee will stay shoulder to shoulder for a majority of the shift; 

however, the trainee may do minor tasks away from the trainer. The trainee will practice by 

copying all the steps the trainer takes to complete a task (take food and drink order in trainee’s 

server book, washing hands when entering the kitchen, keep a second copy of the guest 

check). Trainee will also be required to completely enter guest orders into the POS system. 

BEFORE THIS SHIFT 

 Bar Closing Checklist 

 Bar Cleaning Procedures 

 Bar Special Cleanups 

PRE-SHIFT 

Trainer:     Name: _________________________________  

 Is trainee wearing appropriate shift attire and ready to begin? 

 Does trainee have training manual and post shift quiz? 

 Does trainee have excellent knowledge to proceed with this shift? 

Trainee: 

 Are you wearing the appropriate work attire? 

 Did you bring your shift training materials and post shift quiz? 

 Did you study the information you are responsible for?   

SHIFT OBJECTIVES 

To complete this shift, the trainer must coach the trainee on the following: 

 Bar Guest Service 
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 Bar Closing Checklist 

 Suggestive Beverage Selling 

 Food Upselling 

 Bar Cleaning Procedures 

 Bar Special Cleanups 

 Bottle Service Procedure 

 Rooftop Closing Procedures 

POST SHIFT 

Trainer: 

 Was the trainee able to complete all shift objectives? 

 Did the trainee demonstrate excellent knowledge of required shift information? 

 Has the trainee completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  

 Do you recommend the trainee progress to the next shift?  

Trainer’s Signature of Shift Completion: _______________________ 

Trainee: 

How was your shift? 

Did your trainer effectively coach you on all required shift objectives?  

Have you completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out? 
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BAR NIGHT TWO 

Overview: In this shift, the trainee will demonstrate knowledge and skills learned in all previous 

shifts. The trainee will do everything on their own and it is the responsibility of the trainer to 

observe, critique, and help the trainee should it be absolutely necessary. Trainer and trainee will 

arrive a standard of at least 20 minutes before their shift to go over the information in the training 

manual and to correctly prepare.  

PRE-SHIFT 

Trainer:     Name: _________________________________  

 Is trainee wearing appropriate shift attire and ready to begin? 

 Does trainee have training manual and post shift quiz? 

 Does trainee have excellent knowledge to proceed with this shift? 

Trainee: 

 Are you wearing the appropriate work attire? 

 Did you bring your shift training materials and post shift quiz? 

 Did you study the information you are responsible for?   

SHIFT OBJECTIVES 

To complete this shift, the trainee is responsible for correctly executing a full night bar shift with 

little to no help from other bartenders. There will be a trainer present whose responsibilities will 

be fine tuning and answering questions that may come up over material not covered.  

POST SHIFT 

Trainer: 

 Was the trainee able to complete all shift objectives? 

 Did the trainee demonstrate excellent knowledge of required shift information? 

 Has the trainee completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out?  

 Do you recommend the trainee progress to the next shift?  

Trainer’s Signature of Shift Completion: _______________________ 

Trainee: 

How was your shift? 

Did your trainer effectively coach you on all required shift objectives?  

Have you completed all necessary checkout responsibilities including clock out? 
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FINAL EXAM 

Overview: In this shift you will demonstrate your knowledge from all previous shifts. This shift 

will be broken into three parts: serve the manager, final exam, and a conversation with a manager 

about your training.  

Part 1: Serve the Manager 

Manager’s Signature of Excellent Service Completion: _________________________ 

Part 2: Final Exam 

Manager’s Signature of Final Exam Completion: _________________________ 

Part 3: Conversation About Training with the Manager 

Manager’s Signature of Full Training Completion: _________________________ 

POST SHIFT 

Trainee: 

How was your training experience as a whole? 

Do you have any suggestions on how we can be more effective in training? 

Who was your best trainer and why?  

Do you have an information you require before your next shift? 
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APPENDIX 

Host Staff Study Materials 
Overview: The duties of the host are designed around the impact of creating a guest experience 

that is both memorable and pleasurable for all guest from the moment they walk through the 

door, to the moment they leave. The position of hosts is paramount to the first and final 

impression as a guest enters and exits the facility. 

HOST POSITIONS 

Lead Host – This is the lead position of all hosts. This position is responsible for the hosts as a 

whole unit and will assist management in scheduling and adapting to the changing needs as 

necessary.  

Host Trainer – This position is for someone who is proficient in all duties of hosting and will be 

responsible for performing shift duties as well as effectively training hosts to perform all 

responsibilities for both AM and PM shifts.  

Host – Responsible for performing all duties of the host including pre-shift, during shift, and post 

shift. The duties will and can be also designed to include special cleanups that reflect the needs 

of the restaurant to maintain a clean and professional atmosphere.  

POSITION RESPONSIBILITY BREAKDOWN 

Boards Runner – Controls seating assignment and answers phones being the person ultimately 

responsible for seating all tables, private parties, and VIP reservations. This position will assign 

all tasks and duties to all other hosts for the evening and will ensure standards are being met 

and performed.  

Guest entering: Good afternoon/evening, welcome to Vintage Four Twenty-Three! Do 

you have a reservation?  

If Yes: “Wonderful, (insert name of host) will show you to your reserved table.” 

If No: “Are you joining us for lunch/dinner or just drinks?  

Great, (insert name of host) will show you to your table.” 

Runner – Takes guests to tables and reports back to boards person at the host stand with 

understanding of which tables are open, which tables are awaiting bussing, and any other 

information that is necessary for the boards runner to effectively run the host stand. As the hosts 
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take guests to tables, they will be required to speak professionally and warmly to guests about 

the Vintage 423 experience and our feature entre or beverage for the evening.  

Greeter – Is responsible for opening doors for guests both entering and exiting the facility and 

are required to greet the guest upon arrival and departure and will remain planted at the doors 

for a warm and friendly greeting for all guests until relieved by another host or assigned another 

duty by the boards runner (bathroom checks, napkin folding, busser assistance, etc.).  

 Entering: “Good afternoon/evening, welcome to Vintage Four Twenty-Three!” 

 Exiting: “Thank you for dining with us; have an excellent afternoon/evening!”  

HOST OPENING CHECKLIST  

To be completed by the first host entering: 

 Clean all front windows/doors 

 Clean patio doors/windows 

 Get all morning reservations listed 

 Organize server map and seating rotations 

 Sweep front area and vacuum all mats 

 Water flowers accordingly to season 

 Turn on host stand light 

 Bring menus with damages to books or pages to a manager 

 PAR – Two full cambros of formal dining napkins 

HOST CLOSING CHECKLIST 

To be completed by the last host leaving:  

 Clean all front windows/doors 

 Clean patio doors/windows 

 Sweep front area 

 Wipe down host stand counters and waterfall counter 

 Make sure all cabinets are cleaned out and organized 

 Bring all mats in from outside 

 Wipe down all menus 

 Put away all counter condiments 

 Bring bathroom checklist and contact tracing forms to back office 

 PAR – Two full cambros of formal dining napkins 
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Support Staff Study Materials 

Overview: The duties of a support staff team member are to assist in the facility maintenance 

and operations. This position is an integral part of a restaurant’s functionality and is key in 

running a successful shift. In this role, you will be able to greatly impact the flow of business and 

maintaining a clean and welcoming aesthetic.  

SUPPORT STAFF POSITIONS 

Busser: This position is designed around cleaning, maintaining, and restocking the front of 

house. Additionally, this position will aid in all house cleaning and maintenance. FOH support’s 

primary function will be to final bus and reset tables within the dining room, lounge, private room, 

bar, and patio. An FOH support team member will be proficient in table resetting, napkin folding, 

food running, and cleaning procedures (linen removal, polishing of glass and silverware, etc.) 

Bar Back: This position is a more specified version of a FOH support staff member. Duties are 

designed to assist the bar and lounge area, but can also overlap into the dining room as needed. 

The bar back will be proficient in all FOH support duties, adding knowledge of bar support and 

maintenance. A bar back will be responsible for washing glass ware, rolling silverware, 

restocking all service materials, taking bus tubs and trash from the bar, and restocking 

liquor/changing kegs.  

POSITON RESPONSIBILITY BREAKDOWNS 

Table and Bar Maintenance: Vintage 423 is a fine dining atmosphere and the necessity 
maintain this ambiance is a top priority for all FOH support staff team members. It is important 
that you move quickly while paying attention to small details as they are things that will greatly 
impact the guest. Our tables are all uniquely designed to reflect elegance and excess and must 
be maintained throughout the shift to deliver on the level of service that Vintage 423 is known 
for.  

Formal Dining Table Setting: 

1.  Inspect all glassware and flatware to ensure that it is clean of spots, chips and cracks  

2.  When setting a table, align silverware one inch from table edge 

3.  From left to right: Salad fork, dinner fork, bread plate and folded napkin, knife with 

cutting edge facing plate, (optional banquet spoon), water glass, wine glass (See Chart) 

4.  Permit approximately 10-12” between fork(s) and Knife(s) for napkin fold and plate to fit 

comfortably between.  

5.  Salad fork has short tines versus dinner which has long tines. 

6.  Water glass is centered three inches above the knife. Wine glass(es) go to the right of 

water. 
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7.  Coffee cup and saucer are placed to the right of knife and spoon (only upon request).  

  
 

   

    

 

 

   

 

The correct table setting is an essential part of dining. With the proper table setting techniques, 

you can be sure that your tables reflect approved table setting etiquette every time. 

Note: If more than three courses are served, new silverware is brought to the table after all 

original silverware is used. 

Silverware Polishing: Polishing silverware is very important with the high level of food quality 

we offer. All silver must be sorted into a vertical silverware sorter and ran through dish twice 

(first tines up, then tines down). From here, a mixture of sanitizer and white vinegar will be 

used to fine polish each piece of silverware. Once polished, place the silverware into the 

correct sorted horizontal silverware sorter.  

Stemware Polishing: Polishing stemware is a fine point that makes a large difference to the 

guest with any beverage the order, most impactful on the wine presentation. To polish glass 

ware, first run make sure all glasses are cleared of any debris in the glasses. Next, place 

sorted glassware in their racks into steam washer. Once washed, allow a moment to cool then 

polish with a polishing towel. 

Linens and Laundry Bags: After each table has finished dining, all stem and flatware must be 

removed. Next, fold the corners of the linen into the center of the table to ensure any remaining 

crumbs do not fall onto chairs or floor. Then, fold in half twice and place on top of bus tub to 

hide used items from guests.  

Bus Tubs: Each time a bus tub is used and returned to the kitchen, the tub must be emptied 

and sanitized (inside and out) before returning to the floor. This is a very important step as it is 
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critical for health and safety reasons. All bus tubs are stored under kitchen trays when not in 

use (excluding the bar bus tubs).  

Trash Bins: To maintain a professional setting, trash bins must never be to top or overflowing. 

Trash bins must be taken to dumpster when ¾ full and reset with a new liner. At the end of the 

night, all bins must be washed out with a hose and left upside down to dry. FOH support staff 

are responsible for all trash bins on the floor and outside patio areas. 

FOH Server Stations: There are two server stations on the floor, one next to the patio doors 

by table 104 and the other behind table 103  

Bathroom Checks: Should be done every 20 minutes and initialed on the bathroom check log 

located at the host stand. 

Bathroom Check Procedure: 

1. Enter bathroom and assess overall state 
2. Remove any trash from counter tops, stalls, and floor 
3. Wash hands 
4. Check status of hand soap and towels (refill as needed)  
5. Sweep and mop floor if needed 

Expo Line: Back of house cleanliness is just as important as the front of house. It is the 

responsibility of FOH support staff to make sure the FOH side of the expo line is maintained 

and stocked for the shift. All metal must be clean and sanitized throughout shift.  

OPENING CHECKLIST 

 Walk floor and make note of anything needing maintenance or cleaning special 

attention. Give notes to manager. 

 Stock stations to specified shift par limits (see manager for daily par levels). 

 Make sure all silverware and glasses are polished. 

 Restroom check (every 20 minutes on the hour)   

FOH SUPPORT STAFF CLOSING DUTIES 

 Wipe down tray jacks. 

 Clean and organize trays. 

 Clean and sanitize all bus tubs (excluding those in use at bar if they are still needed)  

 Clean, organize, and stock service closet 

 Clean, organize, and stock lounge service station 

 Clean, organize, and stock wine rack and shelves 

 Take trash to outside dumpster 
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 Empty laundry bags 

 Sweep patio; ash trays; fire pit; behind fire place   

 Wipe down, sweep (mop if needed), and re-stock men’s bathrooms 

BARBACK CLOSING DUTIES 

LAST HOUR 

 Stock all wines, domestic and import beers.  PLEASE ROTATE Tuesday through 

Saturday stock all Fiji waters, Redbull and ginger beer 

 Take bus tubs to kitchen. Only one is needed after 10PM Sunday – Thursday and 12PM 

on Friday and Saturdays.  

 Sanitize bar top 

 Wipe bottles 

 Wipe coolers and organize product 

 Burn first well 

 When all glasses are done, empty and sterilize bar sinks including hand wash sink 

AFTER GUESTS HAVE LEFT 

 Turn off patio burners and fire pits. 

 Burn second well. 

 Clear and rinse dump bucket and bring back to the bar at the end of the night 

 Take trash to outside dumpster 

 Pull bar and floor mats.  

 Sweep floor then mop 

 Wash mats and leave on roll cart to dry overnight.  
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Cocktail and Server Study Materials  
Overview: When guests decide to go out and eat at a new restaurant, they have a certain set 

of expectations. Here at Vintage 423 we not only want you to meet those expectations, but we 

want you to go above and beyond what is “expected” from dining service. When guests sit down, 

they expect to be greeted and offered drinks within the first few minutes. One of our most 

important features here at Vintage 423 is our extensive wine and cocktail list. We understand 

that having such a large beverage selection can be intimidating and we do not expect you to 

know all of them, but you do expect you to be able to talk to each varietal and know the cocktails. 

You should know at least 2 wines of each type. This way when a guest asks, “what bottle 

chardonnay would you recommend?” you have a polished and professional response.  

Effective servers are the ones that have the knowledge and attitude to lead your guests into 

wanting more for their experience. When a guest orders from the menu, they expect that their 

server will know the menu items. We will not only know the description and prices of our nightly 

features, but will also be able to walk guests through different side item choices, cooking 

temperatures, side sauces, add-ons and all the other different modifications that we can make 

to cater to each different guest that dines with us. Not every table is the same and should never 

be treated as such. If a guest asks what’s good on the menu, NEVER say I don’t know. You 

should have menu knowledge that you know inside and out and will feel comfortable describing 

to a guest. The more practice you have, the more comfortable you will become.  

As a part of training, we want to ensure that you know about each menu item to be able to 

describe and deliver the best service to guests. We will provide opportunities for staff to try menu 

items and features as part of a pre-shift presentation. The more you know about the menu, the 

more questions you can answer and suggestions you can make to boost your sales. Guests will 

respect a server that knows what they are talking about, and building a positive rapport with 

tables will result in better sales, and in the end, greater tips. You have to remember that most 

guests that come in have never been here before. You are going to have to walk them through 

the entire experience choice by choice. So, when they are looking at appetizers, you can help 

by saying, “Some of our most popular choices are _______ or my personal favorites are_____” 

Narrowing down the choices for them can help keep them from feeling overwhelmed. 

SERVER PROCEDURES 

First Impressions: It all starts with attitude and presentation. When you come in for a shift you 

are in dress code, smiling, positive and ready to go. 
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Section Checks: When coming in for your shift, make sure all of your glasses are polished, 

silverware is tightly rolled, table and seats are wiped and clean, condiments are full and side 

plates are set accordingly. 

45 Second Greet: It is important to acknowledge and greet your table within 45 seconds of them 

sitting down. When greeting guests, it should be unique, energetic and include all necessary 

information. let table know of daily specials.  

Greeting a table: Any table should be greeted within 45 seconds of them sitting down, 

regardless if it’s your table or not. Greet the table and then find the server whose table it is, or 

help out someone that you know is busy if you have time. Your greeting should consist of the 

following:  

“Good evening/afternoon, my name is ______ and I will be taking care of you 

today/tonight. Have you dined with us before?” 

If yes: ‘Welcome back, we’re so glad you’re here! Can I start you off with a glass of wine 

or a cocktail? We also have a few fantastic specials tonight which are_____. Please feel 

free to let me know if you have any questions; I will be right back with your drinks.’ 

If no ‘Well, we are excited you are dining with us! Let me guide you through our menu 

and your experience here at Vintage Four Twenty-Three (give menu tour explaining the 

menu items and about our unique restaurant). Can I start you off with a glass of wine or 

a cocktail? We also have a few fantastic specials tonight which are….’ 

If a guest asks for a suggestion on a menu item, make a knowledgeable suggestion about a dish 

that you feel most comfortable describing. DO NOT say that you “don’t know. Instead, talk about 

what you have tried and the good reviews you’ve had from other guests.  

Delivery of Drinks: After drinks are ordered, they should be delivered in a timely and 

appropriate manner. All drinks excluding the more intricate specialty drinks should be delivered 

to the guest within 5 minutes. Longer than that timeframe for a coke or beer is TOO long and 

should NEVER happen. Non alcoholic drinks (ice tea, coffee, water, etc.) should be on the table 

within 2 minutes.  

Refills: You should always bring a refill when the glass is half full, and never wait until the glass 

is completely empty. If the guest has a drink that does not include refills, ask if they would like 

another when the glass is ½ full. The best way to boost your alcohol sales is to offer them a refill 

before their meal. Chances are they will order one while they wait, but after they eat, they’re 

usually ‘too full’ for another round.  

Use of trays: Working in a busy restaurant, you should grow to the point that you feel 

comfortable carrying any size of tray. Please try and use a tray as much as possible to help 
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avoid accidents and spills. Tray usage will help speed up your service as you are able to take 

more items to and from the kitchen.  

Timing food: It is very important to not rush your tables and time your food correctly. Get familiar 

with about how long it usually takes for a well-done steak or a side salad. There are so many 

different variables that effect how long food takes to cook, and the longer you work here the 

more familiar you will become. There are some obvious ones however, don’t send in your 

entrees to begin cooking before the appetizers have even come out to your table. We want 

guests finishing their appetizer and all the plates cleared off the table when the entrees arrive. 

Correctly ringing in food is also very important to minimize mistakes and wasted food. Do a quick 

3 second check on all items/modifiers BEFORE sending the order in. You will save yourself time 

and grief in the long run by doing a quick double check. 

MICROS Skills – Three Second Check for Accuracy: It is important for you to become efficient 

and accurate when it comes to all Micros procedures. The extra 3 seconds it takes to check the 

accuracy of an order can save you a 10-minute hassle later on. 

Serving Food: The food runners are here to help garnish and deliver your food, but we want 

you to be serving the entrees to your tables as much as possible. You have built a bond with 

your table from the greet to this point. They are comfortable and familiar with you to ask if they 

need anything (i.e. extra sauces, recooks, etc.) When serving food/drinks, always serve in proper 

serving order (women then men) and open bodied. Guests do not want someone reaching in 

front of them while they’re trying to enjoy their dinner. It is imperative to use seat numbers when 

entering in the order so the food is drop correctly without “auctioning” off items unprofessionally.  

2 Bite Check: After the entrees are served, it is important to do what’s referred to as a “2-bite 

check”. Go by the table after they have started eating their entrees and make sure everything is 

perfect. 

Desserts: Always give a full description of the dessert menu after EVERYONE is finished eating, 

unless otherwise asked. Bring fresh silverware out for desserts. 

Tabletop Maintenance: When trying to keep a clean tabletop remove empty glasses and plates 

throughout the meal when guest is done. When the guest leaves, there should only be three 

things final glassware, checks, and napkins.  Practice going into the kitchen with the idea of full 

hands in full hands out. If you’re already on your way into the kitchen, take something with you 

on the way. Everyone should work together as a team to make everyone’s jobs easier and less 

stressful in the long run. Because we are a fine-dining restaurant, we don’t want guests sitting 

at a table that is loaded with dirty plates, glasses, silverware, etc. When you stop by throughout 

the meal, grab whatever you can off the table while you are there.  
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Full Hands In – Full Hands Out: You should have a tray in your hand leaving the kitchen with 

hot food, and a tray in your hand coming back with dishes from pre-bussing your tables.  

Processing a Payment: After everyone at the table has finished their food, you should promptly 

and accurately drop the check. Whenever their payment is ready, it should be processed and 

returned within a 2-minute timeframe. After you return the check, always thank the guests for 

dining with us and invite them to return. 

Wine Service: Whenever a guest orders a bottle of wine you must present, open, and serve the 

bottle properly. (please see handbook for wine service) 

Complaints: Whenever a guest has a complaint you MUST alert a manager. If a manager is not 

informed and the guest informs them of the problem, it will result in immediate disciplinary action.  

Ticket Adjustments: There are many different reasons for a ticket adjustment. Whenever you 

need a birthday, employee discount, ring in error etc. you must print the ticket, circle the item 

needing adjusting, write the reason for the adjustment, and then give the receipt to a manager. 

Phone Skills: There isn’t always someone at the front to answer the phone if it rings, and it 

needs to be answered within 4 rings. If you are around the phone when it rings, answer it in an 

appropriate, upbeat and friendly manner. The phone should always be answered as follows, 

“Thank you for calling Vintage 423, this is (your name), how can I assist you?” 

Needing a VOID: When a server/bartender has an unsatisfied guest, error on item, employee 

discount, food issue, etc. they MUST print out the ticket, circle which item needs to be fixed, 

write the reason for the error, and then give to a manager immediately. This eliminates forgotten 

discounts, lost tickets, and unnecessary issues. If a guest complains about food you MUST tell 

a manager. If you do not tell a manager and the guest lets them know instead, serious 

disciplinary actions may occur.  

When Grating a Table: When a table of 6 or more comes to dine, you are permitted to give 

them an 20% Gratuity. The gratuity must be added AFTER all items have been added and MUST 

be circled on final check. The guests need to be aware that it is included on the receipt. 

Service Well: We know that drinks may take a few minutes to be made because of our intricate 

cocktails so keep in mind that we want as few people crowding the well as possible. To eliminate 

further backing up at the well and waste of product, you MUST throw away all tickets after your 

drinks are made. Additionally, use buddy work to fulfill tasks and help each other run drinks that 

are completed.  
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Teamwork: We work in a team environment, meaning we cannot succeed unless we work 

together. Working together not only makes everyone’s job less stressful, but also helps you have 

more fun and provide the most outstanding service possible. Communication and consolidation 

is key, if you need drinks and bread and so does the server working in the section next to you, 

consolidate your tasks together by one of you getting drinks while the other gets bread. 

Alcohol Service: Part of working in this wonderful bar is practicing responsible alcohol sales. If 

ANY guest appears intoxicated or you feel uncomfortable serving them, you MUST find a 

manager and alert them to the situation. We can refuse service to anyone that appears to be 

intoxicated. If you don’t feel comfortable, don’t do it.  

Noticing Guests: We always yield to guests as they walk by and acknowledge them with a 

smile. You might be the busiest one in the restaurant, but you still need to let guests have the 

right of way. You’re the traffic of the road and the guests are the pedestrians. Whenever 

someone asks where the restroom is, walk them instead of just pointing. Additionally, the dining 

floor is for guests to enjoy their meals, not to overhear private conversations. Always be 

professional. While restaurants are judged primarily by what comes from the kitchen, our 

etiquette and professionalism create the level of excellence that is the key determining factor in 

the success or failure of any restaurant.  

Perfect Service Map 

We organize our restaurant in ways to help you acknowledge your guests within 45 seconds. 

You should NEVER be so busy that you can’t make eye contact, smile, and say “I will be right 

with you.” 100% of the time your guests will feel a sense of comfort with a simple 

acknowledgement that you know they are there and will be right with them.  

1.  Greet your table within 45 seconds (if busy do a quick greet so the table feels 

acknowledged then ask for help from a teammate or manager).  

2.  Recommend and put your suggestive selling to practice as you describe the food and 

beverage specials for the evening. Additionally, feel confident in selling your “favorite” 

from each category of the menu when a guest is looking for a recommendation.  

3.  Deliver drinks in two minutes (excluding drinks from bar which should be delivered within 

5 minutes).  

4.  Take order including any necessary modifications, meat temperatures, sides, etc. At this 

point is when you want to offer bread for the table after order has been already taken.  

5.  Time your appetizers and entrees to come out according to guest’s specified preference. 

a. Greet    45 Seconds 

b. Beverages   2 Minutes 

c. Bar Beverages 5 Minutes 
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d. Soups   3 Minutes 

e. Salads  5 Minutes 

f. Appetizers  5 – 10 Minutes 

g. Entrees  8 – 15 Minutes (Up to 18 minutes for well-done items) 

h. Desserts  5 – 10 Minutes  

NOTE: Should an item take longer than the previously specified time, please follow 

long time ticket procedure and alert a manager.   

6.  Pre-bus any trash, plates, glasses, etc. during the entirety of the meal. Additionally, make 

sure to be crumbing throughout the meal as it is part of the fine dining experience.   

7.  Deliver food by serving women and children first, then gentlemen. Seat numbers are 

located on the ticket to ensure accuracy.  

8.  Two-bite-check your table once they have had a couple bites to ensure guest satisfaction 

and quality assurance of products delivered to table.  

9.  Take away any used or finished items and offer to box any leftover items in the kitchen 

for the guest. Bringing a box to the table is only allowed after you have asked the guest 

twice to box it for them in the kitchen and they have insisted in boxing themselves.  

10.  Offer additional drinks at glass-half-full and desserts after you have pre-bused the first 

entrée plate.   

11.  Be check ready and drop the check after all guests are finished eating the table is 

completely pre-bussed and crumbed. Process all payments promptly and accurately. 

12.  Thank the guest for dining with us and wish them a wonderful evening.  
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SERVER CHECKLIST – OPENING

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Brew Tea and Coffee

Set up tray jacks with linen covered trays

Set out filled oil pourers and all pitchers

Set up condiment station with filled condiments

Cut two containers of lemons

Fill at least one back-up ketchup

Fill all ice stations (patio station and kitchen station)

Fill all stations with plates, glasses, sugar caddies, silverware etc

Fill sugar caddies

Set out lined trash cans (expo line and patio station)

Stock to-go station as needed (cups, bags, boxes, etc)

Make sure all tables are clean set up and straightened properly

Spot clean all carpet areas as needed

Make sure all chairs/booths are wiped down

Wipe down all patio tables

Set all patio Tables with plates and silverware

Roll/polish any silverware

Put out fresh Sanitizer and towels.

Make sure all candle holders are clean & have enough liquid for the night 

Daily Server Opening Checklist
It is important to complete this list, initial each thing and turn it into your Manager
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SERVER CHECKLIST – CLOSING 

 

  

Roll/polish any silverware

Sweep/Hokey underneath all tables and walkways 

Wipe down all table tops, table bases, and seats 

Make sure all tables are set up and straightened properly 

Clean & fill all oil pourer’s and leave in kitchen 

Break down all pitchers, coffee, water and tea 

Break down, clean and organize bread & basket station 

Clean all shelves and floor in busser’s closet 

Fill all stations with plates, glasses, sugar caddies, silverware etc 

Clean and wipe down service well tray holder,trays & tray jacks 

Fill sugar caddies 

Bring all trash cans to dish pit 

Take all towels and sanitizer buckets to dish pit 

Break down Front of the House POSI Stations (burn ice,wipe down,stock etc)

Sweep patio & straight all patio tables and cushions 

Clean all ash trays & menu holders 

Stock  BACK POSI station  (to-go-cups, bags, boxes, etc)

ALL SERVER REQUIREMENTS

SECTION CUTS

Daily Server Closing Checklist
Complete side work  initial each thing and turn it into your Manager
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Bartender Study Materials 

SIGNATURE CRAFT COCKTAILS

SMOKED 46 MANHATTAN 
Recipe: 
1 oz Maker’s 46 Bourbon 
½ oz Auchentoshan 3 wood 
½ oz Punt emes vermouth 
3 large dashes of Fee Brothers Barrel Aged bitters 
Luxardo cherry 
Large format ice cube 
 
 
 
 
 

Instruction: 
In a mixing glass/mixing pitcher add the Maker’s 46, 
Auchentoshan 3 wood, Punt emes vermouth, 3 large 
dashes of Fee Bros. Barrel Aged Bitters. Fill with ice 
and stir until ice cold and properly diluted. Strain into 
a double rocks glass over a large format ice.  Place 
the glass in the smoke box and put the 
Applewood/Jasmin green tea mix in the bowl of the 
smoke gun. Close the smoke box and turn on the 
smoke gun. Light the bowl with a lighter and smoke 
the cocktail for a few seconds.  5-10 seconds at most. 
Turn off the gun and remove the glass.  Drop in the 
luxardo cherry and cover with a coaster. 

FRENCH 75 
Recipe: 
1oz Aviation Gin 
2 oz Domaine St Vincent brut 
½ oz fresh lemon juice 
¼ oz simple syrup 
Lemon twist 
Luxardo cherry 

Instruction: 
In a mixing glass add the gin, fresh lemon juice and 
simple syrup. Fill with ice and shake vigorously to mix. 
Strain into a chilled cocktail glass. Slowly top with the 
sparkling wine. Garnish with large lemon twist and a 
luxardo cherry 
 

 

TEQUILA SMASH 
Recipe: 
1.5 oz Patron Silver Tequila 
½ lime cut into diamonds 
1oz simple syrup 
Kosher salt 

Instruction: 
In a pint glass muddle the lime wedges and the simple 
syrup.  Then add the tequila and fill with ice. Cover 
with mixing tin and shake vigorously to mix. Dump 
entire contents into double rocks glass half rimmed 
with salt. Garnish with a short straw. 

 
PUMPKIN SPICED SANGRIA 
White wine infused with apples and oranges  
Cointreau 
Pumpkin spiced simple syrup 
Build into stemless wine glass.  Stir add ice and 
Float Moscato 
Garnish frozen cranberries orange twist and apple 
slice 

 

CHERRY PIE MANHATTAN 
Black cherry and vanilla bean infused knob creek 
Luxardo cherry liquor 
Cherry bitters 
Garnish luxardo cherry 
 

 

PEACH COBBLER SOUR 
Peach and cinnamon infused knob creek 
Peach schnapps 
Muddled peaches  
Spiced simple syrup (maple syrup cinnamon nutmeg 
and clove) 

Half press lemon 
Half press orange 
Peach bitters 
Muddle shake strain 
Add egg white  
Dry shake  
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PEANUT BUTTER AND JELLY  
OLD FASIONED 
Templeton rye 
Screwball 
Muddled fresh berries 
Muddled orange 
Bitters 
Agave 
Stir and fine strain 
Garnish skewer of fruit with orange twist 
 

 
Xmas margarita 
Blanco tequila 
Green chili 
Lime juice 
Agave nectar 
Shake and strain over ice 
Red chili salt rim 
Candied chili 

 

 
SMOKED MEZCAL NEGRONI 
Mezcal 
Campari 
Sweet vermouth 
Muddle fresh strawberries and orange 
Add spirits 
Stir and fine strain over cube 
Add fresh sliced strawberry and orange 
Smoke with rosemary sprig  
Throw burned rosemary and lay fresh on top of 
coaster 

 

EMPRESS GIN COLLINS 
Empress gin 
Bitter truths Violette liquor 
Fresh lemon juice 
Elderflower fever tree tonic 
Build into Collins glass add ice top with tonic 
Garnish rosemary and lemon twist 
 
 
 
 

POMEGRANATE FRENCH 75 
Roku Gin 
Pama liquor 
Fresh lemon 
Simple syrup 
Shake and strain into coupe 
Float gruet rose champagne 
Pomegranate seed garnish and lemon twist 
 

THE CUBE 
Templeton rye 
Banana liquor 
screwball 
Orange bitters 
Toasted lemon peel 
Stirred and served on a cube with dried banana 
 

SPIKED EGG NOG 
House made aged eggnog  
Havana anejo rum 
Jim beam 
Fill half a carafe 3oz 
Shake an strain into coupe  
Dust with nutmeg 

THE GREEK 
Disarrono  
Fresh lime juice 
Muddled mint and ginger 
Shake and fine strained over ice 
Garnish fresh mint and candied ginger  
 

 

BLACK CHERRY OLD FASIONED  
2oz Vintage 423 hand selected Knob Creek Bourbon 
infused with black cherry and vanilla bean 
.5oz Luxardo cherry liquor 
Luxardo cherry syrup  

Barrel aged bitters  
Served over a cube  
Garnished Luxardo cherries and an orange twist  
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ROASTED PLUM MANHATTAN  
2oz Vintage 423 hand selected Knob Creek Rye 
Bourbon 
Infused with roasted plums 
1oz Sweet vermouth (insert product) 

Plum bitters  
Strained into a coup style glass with an orange twist 
 
 
 

 

THE BASIL WHISKEY CUBE 
2oz Basil Hayden Bourbon 
.5oz Agave nectar 
Orange bitters 
Served over a cube  
With a toasted lemon twist   
  
 

COGNAC SAZERAC  
2oz Remy Martin V.S.O.P 
.5oz house made pineapple syrup 
Peychaud’s bitters  
With a mist of Absinth 
Stirred over ice and strained into a chilled snifter  
Garnished with a lemon twist  
Ask your bartender to smoke it  

 

NEW MEXICO SOUR 
1.5oz Blanco tequila  
Fresh pressed lime juice 
Agave nectar  
Shaken and strained on the rocks with a Malbec 
float and a lime garnish  
 

THE SANDIA 
1.5oz Bombay sapphire gin 
Fever tree Mediterranean tonic water  
Muddled watermelon and cucumber 
Fresh pressed lime 
Shaken and strained on the rocks 
Garnished with fresh watermelon/cucumbers

 

DESSERT SUNSET  
1.5 oz Screwball Peanut Butter Whiskey  
1oz Rum Haven coconut rum 
1oz simple syrup 
Fresh pressed lime juice  
Muddled fresh raspberries  
Shaken and strained on the rocks topped with 
pineapple juice  
Garnished fresh pineapple and raspberries  

 

PINEAPPLE EXPRESS  
1.5 Makers Mark Bourbon  
1oz sweet vermouth (insert product) 
.5oz pineapple rosemary shrubs  
.5oz simple syrup 
Fresh pressed lemon and lime juices 
Shaken with egg whites  
Served on the rocks with a lime and rosemary 
garnish  

 

THE STRAWBERRY DAQUIRI  
3oz Havana white rum infused with vanilla beans 
1oz simple syrup 
House made strawberry puree  
Fresh pressed lime juice 
Shaken and strained served up in a coup style glass 
garnished with fresh strawberries and lime 

COCONUT MARGARITA   
1.5oz 1800 Coconut Tequila 
Fresh lime juice 
Agave nectar  
House made coconut milk with vanilla bean and 
honey 
Served on the rocks with a toasted coconut rim 

 
THE COOL SPRITZER  
1.5 oz Effing cucumber vodka  
1oz St Germaine  
Fresh Muddled cucumbers and mint 
Fresh lime juice 
Served in stemless wine glass  
Topped with Domaine St Vincent Champagne with a 
splash of sparkling water  

GREEN APPLE SANGRIA   
White wine infused with green apples and fresh 
citrus   
Apple liquor  
Served on the rocks with frozen grapes topped with 
Strongbow Apple Cider  
Garnished fresh green apples and mint  
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MAIN BAR PREP 

PREP 

 Fill necessary wells with ice 

 4 qt containers of limes 

 4 qt containers of lemons 

 4 qt containers of simple syrup 

 3 qt containers of oranges 

 2 containers of mint ½ full 

 2 containers of frozen blueberries 

 1 container canned pineapple 

 2 containers of: blueberries, razzberries, 

strawberries, blackberries 

 2 cucumbers 

 5 jalapenos 

 Edible flowers 

 1 container each syrup 

 1 egg white 

 1 pickle juice 

 1 spiced pickle juice 

 Whole fruit 

BAR STOCK LIST 

 Agave nectar 

 Dirty sue 

 Worchester 

 Tabasco 

 Clamato 

 Zing Zang 

 Half and half 

 Bloody Mary spice 

 Red spice 

 Bitters  

 Ginger beers 

 Pineapple juice cans 

 Grapefruit cans 

 Red bulls 

 White wines (rotated labels facing out) 

 Red wines (rotated labels facing out) 

 Bottled beers (rotated and matched) 

EACH WELL SHOULD CONTAIN THE 1 OF FOLLOWING 

 Mint 

 Frozen blueberries 

 Simple syrup 

 Dirty sue 

 Strainers 

 Fruit press 

 Bar spoon 

 Jiggers 

 Orange juice 

 Lime juice 

 Lemon juice 

 Cherries 

 Olives 

 Limes 

 Lemons 

 Oranges 
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BARTENDER OPENING CHECKLIST 

BEFORE DOORS OPEN 

 Walk bar and storage area making notes about the close the night before. Give notes to AM Manager 

 Take down bar stools 

 Wipe bar top 

 Set up speed well (ice, bottles, garnishes, tools, and mixers) 

 Prep all garnishes Lemons, Limes, Oranges, Olives, Bleu cheese Stuffed olives, Cherry's, Cocktail 

onions, Blueberry's, Raspberry's, Blackberry's, Cucumbers, Fresh mint, Buzz Buttons etc.  

 Prep all mixers Sweet n sour, Simple Syrup, Bitters, Tabasco, Lime Juice, OJ, Creamer,  

 Set up three compartment sinks with the proper mix of soap and sanitizer. 

 Stock Swords, Stirs, Straws, Picks, Cocktail Napkins, printer paper, wine bags etc. 

 Stock silverware roll-ups and B&B plates etc. Please anticipate guests needs.  

 Checks drafts, co2 bulk tanks, nitrous tanks  

 Set up trash cans with liners. 

 Turn on TV’s  

 Sun shades down in the day down up at night. 

 Set up bus tubs. 

 Mop indoor walkway from patio an entry doors to kitchen and bathrooms.  

AFTER OPEN 

 Check business volume for the day prep accordingly. 

 Wipe down bar top often throughout your shift, soda water works well. 

 Please make sure all bar tools are cleaned bar spoons, juicer, muddler, ice scoops, strainers, shakers 

etc.: they can all be running through the dish machine often during shift.  

 Polish glasses during your down time or at the end of your shift. 

 Please take pride in your craft as you represent the best bar in the state professionalism and teamwork is 

a must. 

AFTER RELIEVING BARTENDER ARRIVES 

 Cut 1 small bucket of lemons and limes, prepare 2 simple and 1 sweet and sour (SUN-WED) date the 

container and initials. 

 Cut 2 small buckets of lemons and limes, prepare 3 simple and 2 sweet and sour (THURS-FRI) date the 

container and initials. 

 Stock all beer, wine (3 bottles), liquor and juices at the end of each shift. 

 Stock straws, napkins, swords, and picks at the end of the shift.  They must look nice, clean and 

presentable for the following shift. 

 Stock silverware and plates at the end of the shift 
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BARTENDER CLOSING CHECKLIST 

AFTER RUSH: CLEANUP AND RESET  

 Reset bar for last hour 

 Take bus tubs and trash 

 Full bar wipe down 

 Reset tools  

LAST HOUR: RESTOCK AND LABEL  

 Label and date all product 

 Polish wine glasses 

 Wipe down all bottles and shelving in racks 

 Restock condiments, silverware, flatware   

 Drop down to one well 

 (SUN-WED) Cut 1 small bucket of lemons 

and limes, prepare 2 simple and 1 sweet 

and sour date the container and initials. 

 (THURS-FRI) Cut 2 small buckets of lemons 

and limes, prepare 3 simple and 2 sweet 

and sour date the container and initials. 

 Restock all beer, wine, liquor and juices 

 Re stock straws, napkins, swords, and picks 

 Wash all glassware and restock.  

 Close out all inactive tickets and tips 

 Wipe side walls by trash cans under drafts  

AFTER LAST GUEST LEAVES: TOTAL BREAKDOWN 

 Close out remaining checks and tips 

 Give drawer to manager for counting 

 Hose down matts a leave on roll cart to dry 

in kitchen  

 Sweep floor surrounding and fix chairs. 

 Clean the floor drains. 

 Draft wall must be cleaned thoroughly, cover 

with plastic and leave a glass of water below 

to maintain frozen cobra heads. 

 Empty all ice bins and burn ice clean with 

warn water, then sanitize wells and dry. 

 Clean dish machine. 

 Sanitize three-compartment sink. 

 Stock the fridge with wines or any mixers 

needed for the next shift. 

 Soak soda guns in soda water over night. 

 Clean all place-mats. 

 Please make sure all bar tools are cleaned 

bar spoons, juicer, muddler, ice scoops, 

strainers, shakers etc. they can all be ran 

through the dish machine. 

 Prep fruit, sweet and sour, simple, wines, 

and alcohol during each shift.  Before a 

bartender leaves for the evening, they must: 

 Empty fruit tower into crate container (mark 

first use for cutting next day)  

 All well and rail matts need to be pulled and 

washed 

 Pulled and wash side bins on wells 

 Pull grates and scrub with brush 

 Clear and wipe floor drains 

 Wash draft grates  

 Sanitize draft handles and spouts 

 Wipe all appliances 

 Sanitize dip sinks 

 Stock glassware evenly  

 Glass shelving wiped and sanitized 

 Wash wine glass bar mats 

 Floors swept and mopped 

 All tools and containers washed and stored 

properly 

 Black well containers washed and stacked 

on back well 

 Straw caddies wiped and restocked and 

stored on back well 

 All bottles stored on draft shelving must be 

moved and counters wiped  

 Pull mats to back, wash, and allow to dry 

 Take back trash bins 

 Turn off heaters 

 Turn off TVs and Bar lights 

 Reset 2 bus tubs, 2 trash cans, and bucket 
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PRIVATE ROOM PREP 

PREP

 2 containers of lemons & lime 

 1 container orange 

 1 glass of cherries 

 1 glass olives 

 1 bottle dirty sue 

 ½ a container of plucked mint leave 

 1 container frozen blueberries 

 3 containers of simple syrup 

 1 package each of fresh fruits (strawberries, 

blueberries, razzberries, and blackberries) 

 1 cucumber 

 2-3 jalapenos 

 1 Clamato 

 1 Zing Zang 

 1 Tabasco 

 1 Worcestershire 

 House bloody Mary spice 

 1 Bitters 

 1 Agave 

 1 Rimmer salt and sugar 

 Red bulls 

 2 Pineapple juice cans 

 2 Grapefruit juice cans 

 1 Ginger beer 12 pack 

BOTTLES IN WELL  

Note: Do not preopen your bottles. If something is not used it can be returned to the inventory 

 1 Svedka 

 1 Cruzan rum 

 1 Seagram’s Gin 

 1 Jim Beam 

 1 Jack Daniels 

 1 Crown Royal 

 1 Sauza 

 1 Triple sec 

 1 Grey Goose 

 1 Kettle One 

 1 Russian Standard 

 1 Titos Vodka 

 1 Vermouth sweet/dry 

BOTTLES ON DISPLAY SHELF 

 Cîroc (peach / red berry) 

 Makers Mark 

 Don Julio 

 Patron 

 Cointreau 

 Limoncello 

 St. Germain 

 Glenlivet 12 Year 

 Basil Hayden 

BOTTLED BEER 

 Start with one 6 pack of each bottled beer 

WINES BY THE GLASS 

 1 Irony 

 1 Seaglass 

 1 Napa Valley 

 1 Mezzacorona 

 1 Butter 

 1 Moscato 

 1 Riesling 

 1 Charles KruG
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ROOFTOP PREP AND SETUP 

SETUP  

 Juices 

 Pickle 

 Spiced pickle 

 Pineapple 

 Cranberry 

 Grapefruit 

 Red bulls 

 Ginger beers 

 Fruit trays set 

 Olives 

 Cherries 

 Luxardos 

 Syrups prepped 

 Mint 

 Basil 

 Orgeat 

 Simple syrup (4) 

 Habanero syrup 

 Ginger and lemon 

grass syrup 

 Banana chips 

 Nutmeg 

 Frozen grapes 

 Cubes 

 Sangria 

 Watermelon pure  

 Chili salt 

 Lemon juice 

 Lime juice 

 Olive juice 

 Orange juice 

 Salt (container) 

 Sugar (containers) 

 Tabasco 

 Worcestershire 

 Shrubs 

 Blackberries 

 Razzberries 

 Blueberries

WHOLE FRUITS 

 Lemons  

 Limes 

 Oranges 

 Grapefruits 

 Cucumbers 

 Jalapeno 

BEER AND WINE 

 2 Bottles of Each 

White and 

Champagne 

 1 Bottle Each Red  6 Pack of Each 

Beer                        

  

SPEED RAILS SETUP 

 Grey Goose 

 Bacardi Lt 

 Bombay Sapphire 

 Triple Sec 

 Sauza 

 Crown Royal 

 Titos 

 Kettle One 

 Svedka 

 Jim Beam 

 Jack Daniels
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ROOFTOP CLOSING DUTIES 

AFTER THE LAST GUEST HAS LEFT

 Burn wells 

 Pull and wash mats 

 Remove all bottles back to shelves 

 Wipe down all bottles 

 Pull grates from wells and scrub 

 Wipe down all wells 

 Sanitize and dry well 

 Put away all condiments 

 Pull draft grates and sanitize 

 Pour hot water in draft wells and 

clean 

 Wipe draft handles and wall 

 Wipe all appliances 

 Clean out sinks 

 Wipe bar top 

 Store all mats and tools in wells and 

cover 

 Pull bus tubs and trashes 

 Wipe down computer terminals 

 Sweep and mop 

 Shutters and coolers locked 

 Drafts must be shut off downstairs 
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MENU PACKET 
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